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From the Chairman

by Jeremy Dhondy

Welcome new members in 2018

click
link

F

rom time to time attention turns to the future
of duplicate bridge. Rather like picking an
England sports team, everyone has their own
opinion and knows emphatically that anyone who
disagrees with them is wrong. As we have moved
smoothly into 2018 and the EBU is coming up to its
82nd birthday in May what do we need to do to
make sure it has another happy 82 years; or even
perhaps survives to its century?

SAFEGUARDING THE FUTURE
The first requirement, pretty obviously, has to be
an adequate supply of players. Each year a small
number of clubs, both affiliated and unaffiliated,
close their doors, almost always because of
declining numbers, perhaps due to older members
giving up. The secret here is, I think, fairly simple.
Get new members by running a teaching
programme. I’ve said before and will repeat
myself – those clubs who teach bridge and welcome
students into the game are the ones most likely to
survive and prosper.
Does your club has premises it can use for this
purpose? Do you have teachers? Have they achieved
a qualification? What course can you teach? Would
you like to teach? There are plenty of people out
there who want to learn – finding a way of
contacting them is key. Some clubs have offered the
new Fast Track Bridge Course because it gets
students playing very much more quickly. The best
target audience could be those within a few years of
retirement who may have additional leisure time.
Local advertising can help. EBED will make
available an updated register of qualified teachers by
the end of April. This was thought to be a priority at
the teachers’ conference last September.

MORE JUNIORS
I reported last year that the number of juniors
had been going up, but from a very low base. The
www.ebu.co.uk

number has increased to over 600 from just under
500 this time last year but few of them play in clubs
on anything like a regular basis. In some areas clubs
and counties have started programmes to get
juniors involved and at the highest level we are
delighted that all four of our junior teams have
qualified for the Junior World Championships to be
held in China in August. This would be a good
moment to say a thank you to the clubs, counties,
individuals and businesses who have generously
contributed to the fundraising effort. This page
gives more detail: www.ebu.co.uk/sponsorWYB2018.
There are events for juniors held across the
country – you can find a calendar of them at
www.ebedcio.org.uk/junior_calendar.

WELCOME TO THE CLUB
So, let’s say you have taught some students and
perhaps attracted some junior members. How do
you make new recruits want to come to the club on
a regular basis? Some larger clubs run an
introductory game for newcomers but when they
come to the regular game the club committee need
to ensure that the experience is a welcoming one.
That’s pure self interest – you must discourage
unwelcoming behaviour sometimes seen from a
small number of regulars. A member who wants
horsewhipping introduced for those who fail to use
the alert card correctly is not likely to make the
inexperienced member return for more!

COPIES OF THE MAGAZINE
You will read elsewhere (see page 25) that we are
implementing a change for households which
currently receive more than one copy of English
Bridge. If you enjoy having more than one copy you
will have to opt in (you can do this via the members
area). If you don’t, then you will get only one copy
from April onwards. Note that whatever you do
your entitlement to a diary will not be affected. r
February 2018 English Bridge
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

Opener’s rebid 1 – Supporting partner

click
link

O

pener’s rebid is the second bid that the
person who opened the bidding makes,
after partner has responded. Your second
bid is, in many ways, more important than your first
because it will tell partner a lot about the shape and
strength of your hand.
There are four broad categories of rebid opener
can make: bidding no trumps to show a balanced
hand, raising partner, bidding a new suit or bidding
the suit that they opened for a second time. This
might sound like a lot of options but don’t worry:
it’s more intuitive than you might think! We are
going to look at them, one at a time, over a few
issues rather than trying to race through everything
in one go.
The big questions to ask yourself as opener are
what do I need to tell partner about my shape? and
what do I need to tell partner about my strength? As a
rule, your first priority in any auction should be to
support partner if you can so that’s where we are
going to start.
Let’s start by assuming that you have opened a
suit at the one level and partner has responded in a
major at the one level. What do you need to support
them? Lots of people think that you need a four
card suit to raise partner because they’ve only
shown four but that’s not quite right. A raise to the
two level is pretty non-committal so three card
support is fine, as long as you are unbalanced. Even
if this is a 4-3 fit partner may well be able to take a
ruff in your hand, where the short trumps are. By
the same token, raising to the two level doesn’t show
any extra points, just a normal opening hand –
about 12-14.
If you are stronger than that you might consider
making a different bid: partner will pass your single
raise with most nine counts. You can, of course,
raise to the 3-level rather than the 2-level. This,
however, does promise four card support because if
partner has a rubbishy six count with only four
trumps you need to be able to promise that this
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won’t be a terrible spot. Raising partner to three of
their suit is invitational to game. You are telling
them that if they have a good responding hand –
about 9+ points – you would like to play in four of
their suit. That means that you will usually have
about 15-17 points to make this bid, although you
may have fewer values if your shape is very good, for
instance you have a singleton. Showing four cards
with this bid also means that partner can bid game
with fewer points if they have five trumps: they
know you have a nine card fit, which is a big asset.
Sometimes you will know that you want to play in
game as soon as partner responds. If you have four
card support and you know that you want to be in
game you can just bid four of that major. If you are
balanced you will have 18-19 points to do this but,
again, you could be weaker in points if your shape
makes up for it. In the future we will look at ways in
which you can show shape while raising all the way
to game.

A CHANCE TO RECAP
If you open at the one level and partner responds
in a major you could raise to the 2-, 3- or 4-level.

D 2-level: 3-4 trumps, minimum opening bid
(12-14)

D 3-level: 4 trumps, inviting partner to bid game
(15-17)
D 4-level: 4 trumps, bidding game opposite a
minimum hand from partner (18-19).

If you hold three trumps and 15+ points you will
need to bid something else before you support
partner so that they know that you have a good
hand.
If you open 1® and partner bids 1t the question
of whether or not to support is a little more
complicated because if you have a game it is more
likely to be 3NT or four of a major rather than five
of a minor. 2t and 3t show the same types of
hands as before but I would almost always bid a four
card major instead of supporting diamonds.
www.ebu.co.uk

Let’s have a look at a few opening hands. You
open 1® and partner replies 1™. Your rebid?

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
KQ4
K76
9
A96532

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
2
AQ42
K93
A Q 10 9 5

Hand 4
J4
AQJ7
K2
AKJ85

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
AQ83
KJ7
Q
AJ765

Hand 5
2
AJ32
K7
KQJ874

Bridge for All & ACOLytes
The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ
from the Bridge for All teaching materials
produced by EBED, and the author may make
some changes according to personal teaching
style. Bridge for All teaching and practice books
can be purchased from

www.ebu.co.uk/shop/bridge-books

Hand 1 – I would raise to 2™. Your only option if

you don’t raise partner is to bid your clubs a
second time, which does not appeal with such a
bad suit. Your singleton makes you well-suited
for a heart contract – partner can ruff their
diamond losers in your hand.
Hand 2 – You are definitely worth 3™. If partner has

™Kxxxx and the ®K you could easily have ten
tricks and that’s a six count! If you bid 3™ partner
will bid on with about nine points if they only
have four hearts but upgrade hands with five
trumps, especially if they have a useful singleton,
which is exactly what we want here.

Hand 3 – Even if you downgrade for the stiff

(singleton) queen this is too good for a 2™ rebid.
You can’t raise to the 3-level with only three card
support so you will have to do something else for
now and support partner later. I would bid 1´.
(Honours in short suits are not as useful as
honours in long suits: wouldn’t you far rather
have the ®Q than the tQ?)
Hand 4 – Bid game! You have 19 points and partner

has shown at least six (or, if they have fewer than
six they will have some reason to bid: maybe
extra length in hearts). You know that you have
game values and at least an 8-card fit so give
partner the good news by bidding 4™.
Hand 5 – I would raise to 3™ on this. You only have

14 points but your sixth club and the good
quality of long suits make up for that.
r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

FEBRUARY 2018
WEST HANDS

FEBRUARY 2018
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All
Dealer West
(Selway)
2. E/W Game
Dealer North
(Jones)
* North bids 3t
3. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Black)
* North bids 4´
4. Game All
Dealer West
(Whittaker)
5. E/W Game
Dealer South
(Whittaker)
* South bids 1®

´
™
t
®

AJ97
J 10 4 2
93
AQ7

1. Love All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

9764
KQ
Q2
AK765

2. E/W Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

A65
J6
A K 10 8 7 6 5
J

3. E/W Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

J84
96
A K Q 10 9 8 6
4

4. Game All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

KQ542
Q2
9853
A 10

5. E/W Game
Dealer South

´ AJ
™ K 10 7
t A82
(Preddy)
® A6432
* North opens a multi 2t, South 2™, North
rebids 2´ (if possible)
Did you beat the experts? – Page 46
6. Love All
Dealer North

www.ebu.co.uk

(Preddy)

(Rosen)
* North bids 3t

(Whittaker)
* North bids 4´

(Black)

(Black)
* South bids 1®

´
™
t
®

K4
K93
AKQJ
K984

´
™
t
®

KQ8
J543
AJ
QJ93

´
™
t
®

8
Q9853
942
AK52

´
™
t
®

A 10 5
AK85
J432
96

´
™
t
®

863
J9
A Q J 10 7
KJ7

´ K4
™ A962
t K 10 9 3
(Selway)
® J 10 9
* North opens a multi 2t, South 2™, North
rebids 2´ (if possible)
Did you beat the experts? – Page 46
6. Love All
Dealer North

www.ebu.co.uk

Basic Cardplay
Suit combinations - Part 1

click
link

T

his article is all about certain simple and
common suit combinations; ones that are
frequently misplayed. Sometimes the play of
these suits goes under the name of percentage plays,
sometimes they are called safety plays, sometimes
they are known as precaution plays.

Now, if you want to get to grips with the whole
topic you could purchase a copy of the Official
Encyclopaedia of Bridge and work your way
through the scores of pages on suit combinations.
Brew up some strong coffee and expect to be
working at it for a month or two – there is a lot to
get through. Alternatively, for those who prefer to
avoid migraines, consider the easiest cases first. Like
this deal, played in 4™ by South. West leads the ´K
and you have to Count and Plan. What can you see?

Hand 1. South
plays in 4™. West
leads the ♠K.

´
™
t
®

762
532
K876
AK3

best odds by a long shot. No, as shown in an earlier
article (you have read all of my articles, haven’t
you?) the odds suggest taking the heart finesse
against East. That’s a straightforward 50% chance,
much better than hoping an opponent has ™Q x.
However, there is one small extra chance. Not a
great one, to be sure, but a worthwhile play to make.
After taking the ´A at trick one it costs you nothing
to cash the ™A first. Once in a while (a blue moon)
West will have been dealt the singleton queen,
solving all problems except calculation of the score.
If all followed small to the ™A you must cross to
dummy and finesse the ™10. If it won you’d be
home and dry, even if West were to show out. If
that were the case you could cross to dummy again
and take the marked finesse against East’s
remaining ™Q x.

Now this play is so obvious you may ask why I am
bothering you with it. Well, consider a cousin to
Hand 1. How might you play Hand 2 in 4™, once
again after the ´K lead?

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A95
A K J 10 4
A4
962

Hand 2. South
plays in 4™. West
leads the ♠K.

´
™
t
®

762
53
K876
A873
N
W

E
S

Well, you have two spade losers and a slow club
loser. Were you to lose a heart then that would be
that – one down. When counting winners you
should note that you have one spade, two diamonds
and two clubs. So, if you could make five heart
tricks you’d be in Easy Street.
We have arrived at the crux of the matter – what
is the best way to play the heart suit? Well,
untutored players might bash down the ™A and
™K, hoping the queen fell in two rounds. Not the
10 English Bridge February 2018

´
™
t
®

A95
A K J 10 4 2
A4
96

Your mandatory Count and Plan shows you that
you have two spade losers and a club loser; losing a
heart would spell defeat. With a capital D. Your task,
then, is to avoid a trump loser – what’s the best play
to do that?
www.ebu.co.uk

Once again, playing off the top two hearts hoping
that the queen falls in one or two rounds is vastly
inferior to the finesse. The critical question is
whether you cash the ™A first to try to fell the
singleton queen with West. It was definitely the
right play on Hand 1, so it may be difficult to see
why it’s very much the wrong play on Hand 2.
Suppose hearts are 4-1, with East having the
length. There are five singletons that West might
have in that scenario, with only one of them being
the queen. Were you to cash the ace of trumps first,
cross to dummy and finesse the ™10 you’d go down
whenever West was dealt a singleton small heart.
Your play would succeed only if East started with
™Q alone, ™Q x or ™Q x x. You would fail whenever
East started life with ™Q x x x. True, you’d make the
hand when East started with ™x x x x and West the
singleton queen, but that’s a far less likely state of
affairs than a four-card holding including the
queen.
Cashing the ™A on this layout significantly
reduces your chances of success, therefore. This is
the layout you are playing to make your contract
against:

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
´ 762
™ 53
tK876
®A873
K Q J 10
7
J952
J 10 4 2

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

843
Q986
Q 10 3
KQ5

A95
A K J 10 4 2
A4
96

You simply take the ´A, cross to the tK and
finesse the ™10. Should that lose, c’est la vie – you’d
be one down. As it happens, on this layout, it wins,
so you cross back to dummy with the ®A, finesse
the ™J, draw trumps and claim.

Cashing the ™A at trick two would give you no
chance worth mentioning.
r

Have you got it?
Check out Paul’s quiz online, page 73

www.ebu.co.uk
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I

n each of the following hands, you are sitting
South. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give
yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.
Hand 1
´ K74
™ AK753
t J3
® 842

Hand 2
´ Q8
™ J654
t K4
® Q9542

N
W

W

AQ6
84
A9752
AK7

Hand 3
KJ
J5
A 10 7 6 4 3 2
10 6

´
™
t
®

A K 10 9 6 4
A
A753
83

You are in 4´, and
West leads the ™10.
How would you plan
to make your
contract?
´
™
t
®

Hand 4
82
AKJ983
A
Q J 10 3

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

You are in 3NT, and
West leads the ´J.
How do you plan to
make the contract?
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
´ J64
™J9765
tQ84
®K3

W

N
1®1

E
1´

S
1NT

N
3´

E
Pass

S
Pass

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

N

E
1NT

S
Pass

S
Pass
Pass

S
Pass

?
1

Better minor

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on page 62.

A8
A K Q 10 9 4 2
Q
K93

You are in 6™. West
leads the ´10, and
East plays the ´2.
How do you plan to
make your contract?

W
1t

Hand 3
´ KJ
™A87542
tAJ92
®Q

W
1™

Hand 4
´ A 10 5 3
™A72
tA2
® KJ62

W

Hand 5
´ AKJ72
™Q9
tAQ643
®5

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
Pass
2t

Hand 6
´7
™ A Q 10
tAKQ96
®AJ63

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1´

?

?

?

E
S

´
™
t
®

A 10 4
10
K Q J 10 9 4
K52

You are in 3NT, and
West leads the ´6 to
East’s ´Q.
How do you plan to
make your contract?

David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 42
12 English Bridge February 2018

Hand 2
´ A 10 9 2
™ 974
tAKQ85
®K

www.ebu.co.uk

by Graham Osborne

Look where the chances lie

click
link

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ K52
™ AKQ4
t 10 9 3
®J63
A93
´ J864
N
52
™ J 10 8 7 3
W
E
AK864
t 7
S
Q72
® 854
´ Q 10 7
™ 96
tQJ52
® A K 10 9

West

North

East

1t
Pass

1™
3NT

Pass
All Pass

South
1®
1NT

P

laying a strong no trump at both tables South
began with 1® allowing West to make a
cheap intervention. Responder bid 1™ since a
negative double would have promised four cards in
both majors and inevitably the no trump game was
reached.

Carefree Chris won the t6 lead in dummy with
the nine and tried a club to the ten. Finessing was
one of Chris’ strong points but this was the wrong
time to practise one of the few techniques that he
had mastered. When this lost to the queen West
cleared the diamond suit. Chris still had only eight
tricks outside the spade suit, but when he tried a
spade West won the ace and cashed a diamond for
the setting trick. That was unlucky Chris moaned,
West had everything. If East had either the ®Q or
the ´A I would have made it.
At the other table Optimistic Olly was at the helm
on the same small diamond lead. Thinking more
deeply about the hand Olly won the first diamond
14 English Bridge February 2018

in hand with the jack and played a spade towards
the king. If West held the ace, she was home. He
could take the spade ace on the first round to clear
the diamonds but then Olly wouldn’t need the club
finesse for her contract with three heart tricks and
two in each of the other suits. If West played low
and the ´K won, Olly could now change tack and
try the club finesse. If it won she had nine tricks
immediately and if it lost she could eventually build
a ninth trick in the diamond suit with the
defenceless powerless.

If the ´K had lost to the ace, Olly would still have
had good chances. Firstly East would have to return
a spade to give declarer a problem. Olly could still
try finesses in spades and clubs in turn succeeding if
either was right. Effectively Olly’s line gave her three
chances to Chris’s two. This hand is an example of a
recurring theme in no trump contracts. It is
generally right to develop winners first in the suit
where you have to lose tricks for sure (in this
instance spades) and leave suits where you may have
fast extra winners for later (in this case clubs). r

DISCIPLINARY HEARING HELD
An EBU Disciplinary Committee met recently
to consider the charge that Colin Porch had
prior knowledge of hands to be played in
duplicate sessions at Kettering Bridge Club, and
that this constituted a breach of the Disciplinary
Rules 3.2(v) being conduct or behaviour which
falls below the accepted standards required of
Player Members.
The Disciplinary Committee found the
charges proven to their comfortable satisfaction,
and imposed a sanction of two years’ suspension
of membership of the English Bridge Union,
and from participation in EBU licensed events,
reduced to 18 months due to mitigating factors.
www.ebu.co.uk

by Alan Mould

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

QUIZ (IMP scoring on all hands – teams).
Hand 1
´ AKJ652
™ A53
t 872
® 6
South

1

makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

1NT1
10-15

West
1´
Pass

North
Pass
3NT

East
Pass
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´A/K; (b) ´6; (c) ™3; (d) a diamond.

HHHHH

Hand 2
´ 543
™ K 10 8 5 2
t 8532
® 4

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik
cards visit:
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.

South
1´
4™
7´
All Pass
1
Weak

West
Pass
6™
Pass

North
2t
6´
Pass

East
3™1
Pass
Dble

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K/5; (c) a diamond; (d) ®4.

HHHHH

Hand 3
´ J72
™ Q
t 85432
® K 10 9 2

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 28 February 2018.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

South
West
North East
Pass
1®
Pass
1t
Pass
1´1
Pass
1™
Pass
3™
Pass
2´2
Pass
4NT4
Pass
4®3
Pass
6™
All Pass
5™5
1
Fourth suit forcing, 2 natural 3Cue bid 4RKCB,
5
Two keycards without the ™Q

ANSWERS TO DECEMBER’S QUIZ: Page 56

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™Q; (c) a diamond; (d) ®10/2.

16 English Bridge February 2018
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

Bertie Bellis’s reward

click
link

F

or the first time in living memory, the
previous week’s duplicate had been won by a
couple of new boys, Ben Smithson and Daniel
Chalkley. The Headmaster had no objection to
members of the fifth or sixth forms occasionally
finishing ahead of the masters. This served as a
valuable indication of how excellent a Cholmeley
School education was. It was a different matter
when two twelve-year-olds, fresh out of some
moderate prep school, should achieve this feat.
The Headmaster caught the eye of the Reverend
Benson as the two youngsters approached their
table. This would be a good moment to play some
tight bridge to keep the boys’ score as low as
possible.
‘We were a bit lucky last week,’ declared Smithson,
as he took the North seat.
The Headmaster made no reply. Was it good
manners, seeking to draw attention to a previous
good result? Not as he saw it. This was the deal
before them:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ J8653
™ 9874
t 3
® 754
7
´ A
N
10 5 2
™
AQJ63
W
E
S
Q9754
t A862
8632
® Q J 10
´ K Q 10 9 4 2
™ K
t K J 10
® AK9

West
North
East
The
Ben
Reverend
Headmaster Smithson Benson
1™
Pass
3´
Pass
All Pass
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South
Daniel
Chalkley
1´
4´

The Headmaster led the ™2 and watched
disapprovingly as a 1-count was laid out in the
dummy. He was aware that some of the boys played
a double raise as pre-emptive but it was hardly
respectful to employ such tactics against two of the
school’s most senior masters.
‘Nice hand,’ Chalkley observed. ‘Thanks!’
The Reverend Benson won with the heart ace,
dropping declarer’s king, and switched to the queen
of clubs. Chalkley won with the ace and saw that he
was in danger of losing a trick in each suit. Perhaps
he could make use of the diamonds. The opening
bidder was favourite to hold the ace of diamonds
but perhaps West held the queen.

At trick 2 Chalkley led the tK from his hand.
Benson won with the ace and persevered with the
jack of clubs to declarer’s king. The jack of
diamonds was covered with the queen, ruffed in the
dummy. The young declarer then ruffed a heart to
reach his hand and discarded dummy’s last club on
the established t10. Only then did he play a trump.
The defenders scored their three aces but the
contract was made.
‘The boy played it well, Headmaster,’ said the
Reverend Benson. ‘It was slightly annoying that he
had an entry to his hand to play the diamond
winner.’
The Headmaster had little interest in discussing
such a hand. He beckoned for the North player to
place the next board on the table.
‘In fact, wait a minute,’ Benson continued. ‘What
happens if you lead a club, Headmaster? If he plays
the same way, he can set up a diamond but there’s
no quick entry to reach it.’
The Headmaster closed his eyes for a brief
moment. Who in his right mind would lead a club
from four low cards? Had Benson not opened 1™?
As for pointing it out, in the present circumstances,
the man needed his head examined. Senior Classics
scholar at Balliol he may have been, half a century
www.ebu.co.uk

ago, but a little thoughtfulness and tact would not
go amiss.
A few rounds later, Chalkley and Smithson faced
Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth, the masters’ top
pair.
‘Well done, last week,’ Bertie Bellis declared. ‘That
4´ young Smithson made against us turned out to
be a complete top.’
Smithson smiled shyly. ‘It was a bit lucky, Sir,’ he
replied.
‘Yes, but you still had to play it well,’ said Bellis.
‘We’ll have to up our game on this round, Percy!’
The players drew their cards for this board:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ K742
™ J 10 7 4
t 5
® J 10 5 3
10 5 3
´ AJ9
N
862
™
A53
W
E
S
J 10 9 3
t 8762
964
® A82
´ Q86
™ KQ9
t AKQ4
® KQ7

West
Ben
Smithson
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
East
Percy
Daniel
Cutforth Chalkley
1t
1´
Pass
Pass
3™
3NT
All Pass

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
10 5 3
8
–
9

K74
J
–
J
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AJ9
A
–
A

Q86
9
–
7

Smithson led the ´3, declarer winning East’s jack
with the queen. A heart to the ace then endplayed
Chalkley. After cashing the club ace, he had to
concede the game-going trick to dummy’s king of
spades.
‘Wow!’ exclaimed Ben Smithson. ‘What a
splendid hand.’ Bertie Bellis nodded happily. One of
the greatest rewards a teacher could receive was to
see a pupil’s eyes light up, indicating that he had
understood something and appreciated it. ‘It was
similar to the deal you played last week,’ he said. ‘A
rather lucky lie of the cards, but it still needed to be
r
played carefully.’

South
Bertie
Bellis
Dble
2NT
3´

Smithson led the tJ against 3NT and Bertie Bellis
won with the ace. When he played the king and
queen of clubs, Smithson played his spotcards
upwards to show an odd number of cards. Chalkley
held up the ace twice and Bertie Bellis then played
the king and queen of hearts, with exactly the same
result. He had seven tricks before him but it was by
no means obvious how he could raise the total to
nine.
After a brief pause the senior maths master
continued with king, queen and another diamond,
throwing a spade, a heart and a club from dummy.
West was on lead and these cards remained:
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Discovery play

click
link

P

laying pairs, South opens 1NT (weak). With
East-West silent, North responds two
diamonds which is a transfer and South
completes the transfer with two hearts. What call
should North make?

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®

N
E
S

´
™
t
®

J9652
A9
A83
964

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
All Pass

2t
2NT

Pass
Pass

South
1NT
2™
3™

If North were to show their second suit by calling
3t, that would be game forcing. Since the hand is

not worth a game force, the only option is to invite
game with 2NT. South corrects this to 3™ which
becomes the final contract.
You are sitting East. Against three hearts West
begins with the ´A, followed by the ´K, and a third
spade, ruffed in the dummy. The ™J is played off the
dummy which you duck and this holds the trick. A
second trump is taken by you, declarer and partner
following low, and you switch to a club which is run
round to the queen in dummy. Declarer overtakes
the ®J with the ace, partner following upwards, and
plays a diamond to the king. How do you defend?
This is where you have got to before the diamond
is played:
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´
™ 10 8
t KQ54
®
N

W

E
S

Q7
J 10 8 7 5
KQ54
QJ

W

E/W Game. Dealer South.

´ J9
™
t A83
®

Have you been thinking ahead? If you pause to
think about whether to win this trick or not, you
will have given the game away. Looking at that
dummy, you know that declarer is going to lead a
diamond towards the king-queen at some stage, and
your time to think was earlier on. At the point you
won the ace of trumps you knew a fair amount
about the hand. You know that declarer started with
three small spades. Declarer also began with the
king-queen of trumps and we haven’t seen either of
those yet, so he started with four of them. To make
up the opening bid, he must hold the ace-king of
clubs, and if he holds four of them there will be no
problem to the hand since two diamonds will be
discarded from dummy. However if he holds just
three, then one discard will do him no good. In any
case, there is little point in winning the first
diamond since you know you will get a second
chance.
If you have done your thinking in advance you
will duck this trick smoothly.
On most layouts of the diamond suit there will be
no guess, however if declarer holds the ten and nine,
he now has a guess to make. He could play your
partner for the ace, and lead to the queen, or he
could take the successful finesse of the jack. If you
had won the first round of diamonds, he would have
had no other alternative than to finesse the jack.
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This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A K 10
43
J76
10 8 7 5 2

Q7
J 10 8 7 5
KQ54
QJ
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J9652
A9
A83
964

843
KQ62
10 9 2
AK3

Should declarer have been in this position? Once
you have ducked the first trump, declarer probably
should have eliminated clubs before playing a
second round of trumps. The contract would now
be guaranteed if you began with Ax in trumps since
you would be endplayed. Maybe you should have
won the first trump and got off lead with the other
one to avoid this position. Should you have known
to do this? Let’s see (hint 2).

HEATHER’S HINTS

D Try to think ahead in defence, especially if you
know declarer is going to give you a decision
to make about winning or ducking. A classic
position is where you hold the ace and there is
the king-queen in dummy, no matter whether
you are sitting over or under dummy.

D Process what information you have as early as
possible. This makes life easier for you since
you don’t need to go back and reconstruct the
hand. At the point your partner led the ace
and king of spades you knew declarer held the
king-queen of trumps and ace-king of clubs.
Think about it. If that information is
processed at that stage, then during the next
few tricks you can concentrate on the
distribution and how to take the most tricks
you can. If you had processed that
information earlier, perhaps you wouldn’t
have ducked the first round of trumps!
r
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LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an
advertisement in the magazine, it means that:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.
• They may choose to give Master Points in
accordance with EBU scales.
• These Master Points will be accepted and added
to player records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye-laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.
All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. The conversion of Green
Points to Gold Points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.
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Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

The only hope

click
link

´
™
t
®

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

2™
3™
4´

Pass
Pass
All Pass

J82
10 9
K J 10 7
K862

South
1´
2´
3´

Leading either minor is risky, but the
diamond lead has more potential for upside
than the club lead.
In the final of a National Open Teams, the
bidding at both tables went as given and both Wests
led the tJ and this is what you see:

What would you lead as
West holding this hand?

You have no attractive lead. In such cases, you
should eliminate the leads, starting with the worst.

What is the worst lead?
To answer this, you should first deal with this
question:

How many hearts does South have?
North’s 2™ showed five hearts and the 3™
rebid showed six hearts. With two hearts,
South would have supported hearts over 3™.
South figures to have a singleton or void in
hearts.
A heart lead has high risk, especially if South is
void in hearts. Dummy might have ™K Q J x x x
in hearts and after ™10 – king – ace – ruff, you
have set up two heart tricks for declarer.
Likewise, if dummy has ™A Q J x x x and it
goes ™10 – queen – king – ruff.
What about a trump lead?
That could see declarer taking all the tricks if
declarer can draw trumps and set up the
hearts, with an outside entry to dummy.
If you intend to lead a minor, which one is
preferable?
If you lead a diamond and partner has the
tQ, you might create two tricks . If partner
has the tA, you might take three diamond
tricks. If you lead a club and partner has the
®Q, you might produce only one trick . If
partner has the ®A, that might give you only
two club tricks.
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´
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®
J82
10 9
K J 10 7
K862

76
AQJ743
A84
J3
N
W

Trick 1: tJ: 4 – 6 – Q. Hmmm . . . maybe that lead
was not the best after all.
At trick 2 South plays the ®4.

What does declarer have in clubs?
You cannot be sure of declarer’s exact club
holding, but you can be confident that declarer
does not have ®A-Q-x or ®A-Q-x-x. With either
of those holdings, declarer would cross to dummy
and take the club finesse.

That means that partner has the ®Q or the ®A or
both. There is no urgency for you to grab the ®K.
You should play low and let partner win the trick.

www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J82
10 9
K J 10 7
K862

76
AQJ743
A84
J3

´
™
W
E
t
S
®
A K Q 10 5 4
–
Q92
10 7 5 4
N

´
™
t
®

SIMS PRIZE DRAW
Cash prizes to be won!
93
K8652
653
AQ9

One West played low on the ®4 switch. East
captured the ®J and played a spade. South won and
played another club, won by the ®9. East played a
second spade. South now had to lose four clubs or
three clubs and a diamond – one down.

The other West took the ®K at trick 2 and played
the tK to the tA. South discarded the t9 on the
™A and continued with a club. East took the ®Q
and played a spade. South won and ruffed a club,
dropping the ®A, for 11 tricks +650 and +13 Imps.
Note that, in this particular instance, an initial
spade lead works very well. So does a club lead. East
wins and can switch to a trump.
r

EBED SEEKS TRUSTEES

™ Are you passionate about bridge? ™
´ Are you keen to get more people ´
learning to play?

t Can you give some of your free time to t
contribute to EBED’s work in developing
and promoting bridge?

Every club winner of an EBU-organised
Sims event is entered into a prize draw.
Congratulations to Cliff Short & Anne
Short from Hemel Hempstead Bridge Club
who won the
£1,000 first prize.
Frances Moor & Peter Edwards from
Deben Bridge Club won £500. Jim
Ramadan & Charles Broughton-Pipkin
from Petersfield Bridge Club won £200.
York Bridge Club won the
£1,000 first prize for host clubs.
Lines Bridge Club won £500 and Stamford
Bridge Club won £200.
Make sure your club enters the 2018 Sims to
be eligible for the Winners’ Draw and the Club
Draw

The 2018 will have a similar prize structure,
and entries for all events are open now. We
hope you will take part as the proceeds from
each of the events help to support bridge in
England.
™ The British Sim Pairs (each January, April,
July and October) and Club Stratified Sim
Pairs (in March) help to support the work of
the EBU in providing services to you, the
members, and to your clubs and counties.
´ The Bridge England Sim Pairs (each
February) helps to support England’s
international squads, including the four
junior teams which will be competing in the
World Championships in China in 2018.

If you answered ‘yes’, and have experience
serving on committees, then English Bridge
Education and Development would love to
hear from you. The charity is looking to
develop a list of volunteers who are interested
in becoming a Trustee in the future.

t The EBED Sim Pairs (each May and
September) helps to support the work of the
charity English Bridge Education and
Development.

If you would like to know more, or submit an
expression of interest, please visit:
www.ebedcio.org.uk/new-trustees

For more information on the competitions,
and how clubs can register to take part, go to
www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs.
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Traps for the unwary

by
Byrne
Michael Byrne
by Michael

Planning the auction to Seven

click
link

L

grand slams. I imagine most people reading this
article would look surprised say to themselves I would
show my one king of course, what else?

This time we are going to look at auctions where
you do bid a grand slam, or ones where you
consider it and then stop safely.

The point about this hand is that partner’s bid of
5NT is not just saying ‘I want to know about kings’,
he is actually carrying several key messages that you
need to be aware of before you give your answer.
These messages are:

ast issue we were looking at when you would
consider bidding a grand slam and how good
the odds needed to be to consider attempting
the plunge.

THE MAGICAL TRICK SOURCE
I mentioned before that most grand slams are not
made by sheer weight of high cards. Instead it is
normally because of the three magic ingredients –
trumps, tricks and controls; a good trump suit
(normally a 9-card fit), first round controls in every
suit, and a source of tricks to provide you with your
winners.
This magical trick source is the key to being able
to bid seven with any confidence, and identifying it
in the auction is a valuable skill to have. Let’s say you
hold this hand:
´
™
t
®

85
A3
72
KQJ7543

D Since I am bidding 5NT I am interested in a
grand slam

D Since I am interested in a grand slam I have all
the aces and my trumps are solid. For those of
you that play Roman Key Card Blackwood,
(which I hope is everyone) the 5NT bid
guarantees that the partnership contains all five
key cards and the queen of trumps.
D Show me the number of kings you hold, or feel
free to leap to accept my grand slam try and bid
one if you are confident that we will make it.
What then should we bid on the featured hand?
Well remember, partner has promised not only all
the aces but also a solid trump suit. In that case
there is only one bid to consider, and that is 7®.

Partner opens 1´ and you respond 2®, he leaps to
3´, forcing to game with a 6-card suit. (The
sequence 1´ – 1NT – 3´ is invitational, but after
you have responded at the two level showing 9+
points the jump becomes game forcing).

We know that partner expects the trumps
(spades) to be solid, so that is six spade tricks in the
bank, plus the red aces and seven club tricks – 15
top tricks. Why the rush to clubs instead of playing
in spades or even no trumps?

You might try a cue bid of 4™ (good), but I think
4´ would be the mainstream club player’s choice.
Partner now surprises you by advancing with 4NT.
In days of old this would have been unheard of,
since partner hadn’t opened a strong two, but
playing weak twos in three suits it is possible that
partner has a good hand so you show your one keycard. Partner now bids 5NT – what do you do?

There is a simple reason why we must bid 7® and
that becomes apparent when we consider partner’s
hand which will be something like this:

This is an amusing point because the answer you
give shows how experienced you are with bidding
24 English Bridge February 2018
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AKQJ73
J73
AJ2
A

If the opponents lead a heart then 7NT (or indeed
7´) has no chance, since your entry to the club suit
has gone.
www.ebu.co.uk

You might argue that partner shouldn’t be
rushing to Blackwood with three losing hearts
(correct) or that partner shouldn’t be looking for a
grand slam facing a hand that couldn’t bid more
than 4´ (debateable) but I hope my point is well
made – when partner bids 5NT he is inviting you to
bid a grand slam.
And by the way, if partner does hold a partial club
fit he will be able to convert to 7NT – if he trusts
you! In practice bidding and making a grand slam
is always a good score, it is only at duplicate pairs
that there is a difference between 7® and 7NT and
even then it is negligible.

All of these hands are bare minimum for partner
to be thinking about a grand slam (indeed with the
3rd hand I can’t imagine anyone would consider it
in the real world) and yet 13 tricks are all but
laydown.
The moral of the story is this – when partner bids
5NT after 4NT it is a grand slam try and if you are
hugely maximum with a good trick source then you
should accept it.

The Dos and Don’ts of accepting a Grand
Slam try
Do
appreciate that a trick source is incredibly
valuable and if partner bids 5NT to invite a
grand slam then you can bid one if you hold
enough winners.

Let’s take another example, this time less
dramatic:
´
™
t
®

J 10 4 3
4
KQ943
AQ2

Do

You open 1t and partner responds 1´. Your
singleton and long suit call out to you like a siren
luring you to the rocks but you still make a
disciplined raise to 2´. Partner leaps to 4NT and
over your one ace (or key card) response he now
bids 5NT – what do you say?
I am sure you will have got the hang of this now,
and again this hand is worth a leap to seven, but this
time you must choose 7´. Why is that?
Have a look at this diamond suit and remind
yourself that partner has promised the ace. Even if
partner just has Ax the suit will ruff out for four
tricks almost all of the time, and if the diamonds
break badly then you have an incredibly valuable
singleton heart to provide all the tricks in the world.
Don’t believe me? Just try constructing partner’s
hand – he has a long spade suit (remember a raise
from 1´ to 2´ only promises 3-card support)
headed by the AK, and both the red aces. He should
also have something in clubs, since he shouldn’t be
rushing to Blackwood with no club control, which
leaves us with something like….
´
™
t
®

AKQ65
A72
A85
K3
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AKQ82
AJ72
A2
K5

´
™
t
®

AKQ82
A53
AJ
653

trust that your partner will have the hand
that he has promised during the auction.
He might go wrong once or twice but after
the first disaster it will be etched on his
brain.

Don’t bid 5NT to ask for kings unless you have
all the aces, or all five key cards and the
queen of trumps if playing RKCB.

Don’t forget that if you have all the tricks in the
world then 7NT is slightly advantageous:
it scores the best score, and avoids the
possibility of a bad break or ruff
scuppering your plan.
r

GETTING TWO COPIES?
WE’RE SAVING ON WASTE
In order to minimise waste, save resources, and
reduce costs, we have decided to change the way
copies of English Bridge are dispatched to
households with two or more members.
From the April issue onwards, only one magazine
will be sent to each address unless you let us know
that you want a copy sent to all eligible members in
the household (the diary is not affected). We hope
this will encourage more of you to share a copy or
read online and to reduce the number of magazines
which are discarded unopened. If all of you in the
household want your own copy, then we are happy
to send them – but you need to let us know.
If possible please notify us by changing your
magazine preference online on My EBU to indicate
if all copies should be sent. If it is not possible to do
so then please let us know by phone or email. Only
one member of the household needs to notify us.
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by David Gold

After the opposition double partner’s major
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artner opens 1´ and the next hand doubles.
Here are some possible hands you may hold:

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
72
86
732
K Q 10 9 7 3

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
KQ3
92
A875
8632

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
KJ3
92
10 8 7 5
8632

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
3
4
K J 10 8 7 6
Q J 10 6 2

Hand 1. You would love to show the clubs, mainly to
give partner a lead against the opponent’s
contract but on a good day partner may have a
hand enabling you to compete. However, if you
bid 2® won’t partner expect you to have quite a
bit more?
Hand 2. You really want to bid 2´, to take away
some space and help partner lead off their broken
spade suit but you don’t want partner to get
carried away.
Hand 3. You also want to bid 2´ but you want
partner to know you have something in case your
side can make a game or out-compete the
opponents.
Hand 4. You would really like to start by showing
the diamonds and perhaps the clubs later but
again, partner must not get carried away.

MAGNIFICENT TRANSFERS
Well, there is a method I like a lot which solves all
these problems, namely transfers.

After 1´-(Dble)-?
1NT = clubs (assume a long suit and weak, but may
bid again)
2® = diamonds
2t = hearts
2™ = good raise (assume a good 8-10 points)
2´ = a poor raise, up to a bad 8 points

After 1™-(Dble)-?
1´ = natural, forcing (I recommend holding five
spades or four very good spades)
1NT = clubs
2® = diamonds
2t = a good raise in hearts
2™ = a bad raise
You will notice that the natural 1NT bid has been
lost. However, losing the ability to bid a 6-9
balanced hand is not a big deal. In fact it’s often a
poor bid which lets the opponents off the hook
when they were about to bid 1NT themselves or
something else equally unappetising for them. The
best way to show this type of hand is to pass in the
first instance and reopen with a double, showing a
hand suitable to compete. Hands with 10+ points
start with a redouble unless they are very
distributional in which case they can start with a
transfer and bid again.
Let’s look at some more examples:

WELCOME TO NORTH LONDON
™ NEWLY AFFILIATED CLUB ™
North London Bridge Club, Stanmore
Wednesdays, 8pm, duplicate bridge.
http://www.bridgewebs.com/stanmore/
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Q2
KJ93
Q 10 8 7 2
73

Partner opens 1´, the next hand doubles. Perhaps
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the full deal looks something like this:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer West.
´ 94
™ A Q 10 4
tAKJ3
®982
AKJ65
´ Q2
N
85
™ KJ93
W
E
65
t Q 10 8 7 2
S
A Q 10 4
® 73
´ 10 8 7 3
™ 762
t94
®KJ63

Without transfers you might respond 1NT and
your side will scramble into 2´, making plenty of
tricks on the favourable layout. Look what happens
if you pass over 1´-(Dble). South will bid 2® and
when that comes round you can make a negative
double which partner will pass and you will collect
a juicy penalty. (South may try 1NT but you can
double that on the way out to show a maximum
non-redouble).

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer West.
´ AKJ2
™ J63
t K Q 10 3
®A2
987
´ 10 4 3
N
A Q 10 5 4
™ 7
W
E
A4
t 952
S
Q94
® K J 10 8 7 3
´ Q65
™ K982
tJ876
®65

This time partner opens 1™ and the next hand
doubles. If you pass LHO will bid 1NT, which North
will raise to 3NT. Can your partner be blamed for
leading a heart letting the contract through? Armed
with your new weapon you can bid 1NT to get
partner off to the vital club lead.

Please recycle
this magazine when you
have finished with it
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Love All. Dealer West.
´ A3
™ A873
tKJ84
®A73
KQJ94
´ 10 2
N
Q4
™ K J 10 9 6 5
W
E
Q2
t A73
S
KJ94
® Q2
´ 8765
™2
t 10 9 6 5
® 10 8 6 5

This hand illustrates a rare but large gain for the
transfer. Partner opens 1´, and over the double you
bid 2t showing hearts. Partner bids 2™. With 10
nice points you raise to 3™, invitational (a useful
sequence to have). Partner goes on to 4™. From
partner’s hand, 4™ is cold. From your hand it will go
off on the likely diamond lead.
The transfers often give you some scope to use
your imagination. Perhaps you hold:
´
™
t
®

874
32
K Q 10 9
8763

Partner opens 1´ and over the double you figure
the key to the hand is getting a diamond lead. You
can bid 2® showing diamonds and if need be
correct partner’s 2t bid to 2´, thus securing the
diamond lead in opposition and the best contract if
declaring.
Let’s go back to those first four hands - can you
work out what to bid using this system. Answers
online, page 74.
r

PREMIER GRAND MASTER
Congratulations to
ALAN MOULD, MANCHESTER
on becoming a Premier Grand
Master, the English Bridge
Union’s highest rank, requiring
a minimum 1,500 Green Points
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Your Questions Answered

by Frances Hinden

Leading a singleton trump

click
link

V

CURTIS said, ‘I have been playing social
bridge for some 50 years, and duplicate in
the last eight. One thing puzzles me. It
seems to be the convention to lead a singleton
trump, as if I don’t have a suitable lead, so why not?
IAN

‘There may be times when there is a very good
reason for it. I play with an experienced partner
who led a singleton trump against a 6´ contract. I
had ´K107 and dummy had ´QJxx. Declarer
played the jack from dummy and my king was
covered by declarer’s ace. This gave immediate
control to declarer who proceeded to discard his
hearts in which I held the ace. Had my partner led
a heart the contract would have been defeated –
this suit had not featured in the bidding. I do
realise that one is not a mind reader but to lead a
trump seems pointless – maybe I need educating –
any advice would be appreciated.’
Whole books could be written on trump leads (and
indeed have). A singleton trump is usually not a
very attractive lead because it risks picking up
partner’s trump holding. Even the maxim ‘always
lead trumps against a grand’ must be treated
cautiously:
´
™
t
®

1

2
3
4

Game All. Dealer West.
AJ732
´ K 10 9 8
52
™
A 10 8 7
W
E
K
t AJ52
AKQ52
® 3

West
East
1´
4®1
4t2
4™2
4NT3
5®4
7´
An opening hand with 4-card spade
support and a singleton club (Splinter)
Cue-bids.
Roman key-card Blackwood.
Zero or three out of five (it cannot be zero
after the heart cue-bid)
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Playing against an inveterate trump leader, West
can bid 7´ with confidence as a non-trump lead
means that North is either void or has the queen: on
a non-trump lead he will win, and lead the ´2
towards dummy planning to put in the 10 if North
doesn’t discard.

WHEN MIGHT ONE LEAD A SINGLETON
TRUMP?
There are two main reasons why you might lead a
singleton trump: either you don’t want to lead
anything else, or you think it’s important to start
drawing trumps.
Here’s an example of the first type:
´
™
t
®

2
AQ32
AJ32
K 10 3 2

E/W Game. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
1´
Dble
4´
All Pass

Any side suit lead is dangerous while your
takeout double has already highlighted your spade
shortage. Lead a trump and hope for a helpful
signal from partner. Perhaps this is the full hand:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ AQ543
™6
t 10 6
®J9765
2
´ 10 9
N
AQ32
™ K 10 7 5
W
E
AJ32
t Q9875
S
K 10 3 2
® 84
´ KJ876
™ J984
tK4
®AQ

Declarer can win the trump lead, draw the other
trump and play a club to the queen and your king.
To beat the contract you now have to lead a low
heart to partner’s king for a diamond return. How
www.ebu.co.uk

do you know that partner has the ™K rather than
the tK? All you have to go on is his play in trumps:
the 10 followed by the 9 shows preference for hearts
(higher-ranking suit), while the 9 then the 10 is
diamond preference. Any lead other than a trump
or a low heart lets the contract through.
Sometimes you can tell from the auction and
your hand that declarer wants to take a lot of ruffs:
´
™
t
®

AK52
KQJ2
3
10 6 5 2

E/W Game. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
1™
Pass
1´
Pass
2t
Pass
3t
Pass
5t
All Pass

You have so many high cards, particularly in
hearts (declarer’s first bid suit) that the only way
declarer will come to eleven tricks is by making a lot
of trump tricks. Lead a trump. Perhaps this is the
full hand:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ QJ843
™5
t K Q 10 2
®J93
AK52
´ 10 9 7
N
KQJ2
™ 963
W
E
3
t 654
S
10 6 5 2
® AQ87
´ 6
™ A 10 8 7 4
tAJ987
®K4

On any lead other than a trump declarer can
make eleven tricks by setting up the long heart and
leading towards the ®K.
There are some low level auctions where a trump
lead is mandatory. The first is when your partner
passes your one-level take-out double (1´ on your
right, double from you, all pass). Partner has very
long, good trumps and it’s vital to stop declarer
making any of his small trumps by ruffing things.
This is effectively the same as when you pre-empt at
a low level and play the hand: you want to draw
trumps.
The second is similar – you try and defend at the
one level and the opponents run. They have no
source of tricks in their long suit and most likely the
www.ebu.co.uk

minority of the high cards, so trumps will be their
only source of tricks. Perhaps a hand and auction
like this:
´
™
t
®

K J 10 9 8
52
Q
K J 10 9 8

N/S Game. Dealer East.
N
E
S
1™
1´
Pass
Pass
Dble1 Pass
Pass
Redble2 Pass
2t
Pass
Pass
Dble All Pass
W

1

Playing negative doubles 2 SOS

Where are they going to get any tricks from if not
trumps? This is an auction where the only reason to
think before leading is to decide which trump to
lead if you have more than one!
Other than these type of auctions, a singleton
trump is often not a very tempting lead. It is rarely
the best way to beat an opposing slam for exactly
the reason you point out – suit slams are most
commonly beaten by setting up a trick on the
opening lead to go with the hoped for loser
elsewhere.
However, playing matchpoints (duplicate pairs) it
may be a passive lead – not giving anything anyway.
If the slam is cold, then an aggressive lead might
give away an overtrick which can be the difference
between an average score and a bottom at duplicate.
I generally find that if the opponents bid and make
slam against me in a club duplicate that I get a bad
result anyway so it’s usually right to try and beat the
contract if you can.
This article only scratches the surface of when to
lead, or not lead, trumps. There are plenty of hands
where even the world’s top players have no idea
r
what the right lead is!

EBU BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The EBU Board remained unchanged after the
AGM in late November. Four people stood for
three places. Jeremy Dhondy, Ian Payn and
Rob Lawy were re-elected and will each serve a
three-year term. The Board comprises Jeremy
Dhondy (Chairman), Ian Payn (Vice
Chairman), Jerry Cope (Treasurer), Heather
Dhondy, Darren Evetts, Anthony Golding, Rob
Lawy, Ron Millet and Graham Smith. Darren
Evetts has subsequently resigned, and his place
is currently vacant.
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If you could add one thing . . .

by Neil Rosen

Transfer breaks and intervention

click
link

T

his article is really for everyone who already
plays transfers in response to 1NT (and
probably 2NT as well). I want to take our
understanding a bit further and deal with a scheme
for ‘breaking transfers’ as well as debating what
happens when the opponents intervene after our
transfer response.

that will rule many of you out - but stay with me. If
instead of completing the transfer they do
something – anything else – this should show a
liking for the suit transferred to (four cards) rather
than a dislike as some players are wont to do . . .

Firstly, for completeness, I will take the
opportunity to define when transfers should and
should not be used.

With four-card support and a minimum hand (1213 points if playing a weak NT), jump to three of
the major: 1NT-2t, 3™ or 1NT-2™, 3´

USE TRANSFERS:
D After an opening of 1NT (or 2NT);

I personally prefer not to break the transfer if I
hold a 4-3-3-3 shape, or the hand just looks really
yucky – especially when vulnerable!

D After an artificial double of your 1NT
(unusual);

With four-card support and a maximum hand
(good 13-14 points) bid 2NT. But remember, the
key to playing this is that you must re-transfer to
ensure opener plays the hand:

D After you overcall an opening bid with 1NT;

D When you open 2® and then rebid 2NT after a
2t negative (showing 23/24 and balanced).

DO NOT USE TRANSFERS:

D After the opposition double the 1NT opening for
penalties (unless you have agreed a specific
wriggle);
D After the opposition overcall the 1NT opening;

D When you have ‘rebid’ rather than opened 1NT.

TRANSFER BREAKS HOLDING FOUR OF
PARTNER’S SUIT

1NT-2t, 2NT-3t, 3™-?
Responder can now either pass, raise to game or
even issue a slam try via a new suit (a cue-bid).
Let’s look at an example.
´
™
t
®

A732
A2
A976
Q52

W

E

´
™
t
®

KQ865
865
4
AJ73

BREAKING THE TRANSFER
West
1NT
2NT
3´

East
2™
3™
4´

The whole premise behind the theory is that we
can use the Level of the Fit and trade on our known
9-card fit to zoom the bidding up to the 3-level.
This has the mutual benefit of making life more
difficult for the opponents should they wish to
compete, with the ability to describe our fitting
hands quite nicely for partner to judge sometimes
to move for thinnish games or slams which would
otherwise be potentially unbiddable.

Here we see the transfer break in action, followed
by a re-transfer , then a raise to a cold game which
will be missed by all those not playing transfer
breaks as the auction will languish in 2´.

Clearly the idea starts with the notion that the
vast majority of the time the opener will simply
complete the transfer – do what he is told. I know

If rather than re-transferring at the 3-level the
responder bids a new suit below the agreed trump
suit then this is a game try.
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´
™
t
®

After a transfer break to 2NT
you might bid 3t as a game try
- although you might choose to
drive to game regardless.

KQ762
5
A 10 9 6
832

OPENER BIDS A NEW SUIT AFTER A
TRANSFER BID

I’m sure you’ve got the hang of things now – this
is not a natural bid showing a long suit, so it must
be agreeing partner’s suit.
West
1NT
3®

East
2t

D never do it(!)

D use it to show a fit and a weak doubleton in the
suit bid
D use it to show a fit and a strong doubleton (Ax or
Kx) in suit bid
D use it to show a fit and a good concentrated side
suit such as A Q J x or K Q 10 x.

The choice is yours – I prefer the last option. If
there is room partner can still then bid the suit
below the agreed major as a re-transfer.

A DOUBLE OF THE TRANSFER BID
If the opposition double our transfer bid:
1NT–Pass–2t–Dble
My recommendations here would be:

Pass = only two cards in partner’s suit
Redouble = a good holding in the suit doubled
2™ = 3-card support - this is absolutely vital to
allow partner to compete more readily knowing
there is a 5-3 fit, rather than a potential 5-2

Higher bids = transfer breaks as described earlier.
Before we move past this topic let us look at the
following auction in a little more detail:
North
Pass
Pass

East
2t
?

South
Dble

Here we know that the opener does not have three
card support since they passed over the double. I
would then recommend that a redouble acts as a rewww.ebu.co.uk

A new suit now becomes 5-5 and non-forcing,
which is eminently sensible, but quite forgettable so you must discuss these auctions with your
regular partner. Here is an example:
´
™
t
®

AJ7
82
AQ6
Q752

West
1NT
Pass

There are various schools of thought here:

West
1NT
Pass

transfer, so that the opener will be the declarer. If
the responder then bids again it is forcing to game.

W

North
Pass
Pass

E

´
™
t
®

East
2t
3®

5
Q9765
84
KJ943

South
Dble
All Pass

Clearly 3® is a superb contract compared to 2™.
Playing normal methods it is quite unreachable.
Here, without a heart fit, East is well within the odds
to bid 3®, non-forcing, since he would redouble
and then bid clubs as a game force.

A SUIT BID AFTER THE TRANSFER
West
1NT
?

North
Pass

East
2t

South
2´

Bidding here is only acceptable with a fit, so all
bids would be as described earlier: 2NT is max with
a fit, 3™ is minimum with a fit.
West
1NT
?

North
Pass

East
2™

South
3®

Now we don’t have the luxury of full transfer
breaks so I would simply suggest double as penaltyorientated, but with 3-card support so that
responder can remove with no defence. Bidding
something else shows max and a fit and 3´ is min
with a fit (probably bidding this less often).
West
1NT
Pass

North
Pass
Pass

East
2™
?

South
3®

I recommend now that a double is for take-out,
bidding a new suit is natural and just competing non-forcing. If you want to force you should double
first. Bidding 3´ is semi-invitational in practice. r

Check you’ve got it!
Neil’s online quiz is on page 76
February 2018 English Bridge
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COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

MIDWEEK COMPETITIONS IN THE
SUMMER FESTIVAL 2018
In 2018, due to refurbishment of the Winter Garden, there
will not be a Summer Meeting in Eastbourne. Instead we
will be holding a Summer Festival across multiple venues.
The midweek events will take place at a number of sites
around the country on the days following the Swiss Pairs,
and the days prior to the Swiss Teams (both of which will
be at the Royal National Hotel in London).
Monday 6th August – Play with the Experts Pairs
Tuesday 7th August – GCH Fox Championship Pairs
Wednesday 15th August – Mixed Pivot Teams
Thursday 16th August – Mixed Pairs Championship
We are pleased to announce Richmond and West Midlands
Bridge Clubs as the first hosts – Richmond will be hosting
heats of all four competitions, and West Midlands will be
hosting a heat of the Championship Pairs.
We are inviting clubs to apply to hold a heat of one (or
more) competitions. We hope that there will be a few large
heats at venues across the country for each event. If your
local club would be interested in holding a heat then please
get in touch with the Competitions Department.
All heats are open to all, with the entry fees being based on
the table money at the host club, plus a surcharge.

JUNIOR CAMROSE AND PEGGY BAYER
On 16th – 18th February we will be hosting the annual
match for the junior teams of the home nations. The Junior
Camrose for the U26 teams, and the Peggy Bayer for the
U21 teams, will take place in Coventry. We are seeking
volunteers for a variety of tasks, and any offers to help
would
be
greatly
appreciated.
Please
email
dawn@ebu.co.uk and let us know. Spectators will be
welcome at the venue to watch play, and there will also be
coverage on Bridge Base Online.

STANDBY PLAYERS FOR CONGRESSES
We always like to hear from pairs who are willing to act as
standbys at our congresses, especially for Swiss Pairs and
Swiss Teams competitions. We ask that you attend the
competition and if you are required to play then you would
receive free entry to the event. If you are not required then
reasonable travel expenses or table money for a game at
your local club will be paid. For more information, or to
volunteer, please contact nick@ebu.co.uk.
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n FEBRUARY 2018
16-18 Harrogate Spring Congress, Cairn Hotel
16-18 Junior Camrose/Peggy Bayer, Holiday Inn,
Coventry
17-23 European Winter Games, Monte Carlo
24-25 Ranked Masters Pairs, Daventry
25
Masters Pairs, regional venues

n MARCH 2018

2-4
2-5
3
3
3-4
4
4
4

Camrose second weekend, Ireland
Women’s European Trials, YCBC, London
Leicester GP Swiss Pairs
Manchester GP Swiss Pairs
Wiltshire GP weekend, Bath
Bedford GP Swiss Teams
Kent GP Swiss Pairs
Merseyside & Cheshire GP Swiss Teams,
Chester
9-11 Cumbria Congress, Grange-over-Sands
9-11 Norfolk Congress, Norwich
10-11 Senior European Trials - play-offs, Solihull
10-11 Hampshire Congress, Otterbourne
10
Young Bridge Challenge, Loughborough
12-15 Club Stratified Sims - Various clubs
18
National Pairs Regional Finals, regional
venues
18
Isle of Man GP Pairs
25
Portland Pairs, regional venues
30-1 Northern Easter Festival, Leeds
30-2 Easter Festival, London

n APRIL 2018

5-8
6-8
7-8
9-12
13-15
14-15
21
28-29
27-6
30-3

Really Easy Weekend, Wroxton
Devon Congress, Torquay
Portland Bowl Finals, London
British Spring Sims - Various clubs
Lady Milne, Scotland
National Pairs Finals, Wyboston
Garden Cities Trophy, Regional Finals
Shropshire Congress, Telford
Lambourne Jersey Congress, Jersey
EBED Spring Sims – various clubs

4-6
4-8

Cheltenham Congress
Schapiro Spring Foursomes
TBC
National Swiss Teams Congress, Solihull
Teltscher Trophy, Wales
Northants GP Swiss Pairs, Dunchurch
Sussex GP Swiss Pairs
Avon GP weekend, Bristol
Merseyside & Cheshire GP Swiss Pairs,
Birkenhead
Kent GP Swiss Teams
Spring Bank Holiday Congress
Stratford-upon-Avon

n MAY 2018

12-13
18-20
19
19
19-20
20
20
26-28

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Harrogate Spring
Congress

Mixed & Open Pairs – BP
Improvers Pairs – BP

Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

16 –18 February
Cairn Hotel, Harrogate

Separate competitions for:

Masters Pairs

Ranked Masters Pairs

25 February
For players below Regional Master
Billericay, Bradford, Exeter, Richmond, Solihull,
Tunbridge Wells, Welwyn Garden City

24 – 25 February
Mercure Hotel, Daventry

National Pairs

Regional venues:

Regional Finals - 18 March

Billericay, Bradford, Brighton, Bristol,
Exeter, London, Richmond, Solihull,
Stamford, Tunbridge Wells

Final for qualifiers 14-15 April
Wyboston Lakes, (between Bedford &
Cambridge)

Portland Pairs

Regional venues:

25 March

Billericay, Bournemouth, Brierfield,
Brighton, Bristol, Burnham, Darlington,
Exeter, London, Peterborough,
Richmond, Sheffield, Solihull, Tunbridge
Wells, Welwyn Garden City

Mixed Pairs
Scored over the entire field.

Championship Pairs
Under 21 Pairs – BP
Stratified Swiss Teams
Flighted Swiss Pairs

Easter Festival
30 March – 2 April
Royal National Hotel, London
Friday 2pm or 4pm start

Northern Easter
Festival
30 March – 1 April
Hilton Hotel, Leeds

Really Easy Weekend
5/6 – 8 April
Wroxton House Hotel, Banbury

www.ebu.co.uk

Premier Grand Masters
Grand Masters
Premier Life Masters
Life Masters
National Masters
Regional Masters

Player of
the Year

Mixed & Open Pairs – BP
Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

House Party Style
Five bridge sessions – BP
Hand discussions & seminar
Sunday Swiss Pairs – BP
BP – Blue Pointed

by Chris Chambers

Minor over minor

B

y stealth I’ve been introducing the idea that
opening one club or one diamond is now
different. When all suits promise four cards
the rebid refines the initial message of ‘I have length
here’. In five-card majors one of a minor is now
either a shapely hand or a balanced 15+. Opener’s
rebid says which it is.
With a major to bid responder need not worry.
But when there are several options – or seemingly
none – responder should consider opener’s rebids.
Over one club, be reluctant to respond one notrump lest opener have a strong no-trump; over one
diamond, two clubs is awkward when opener holds
a shapely hand.
In Acol, a hand like this presents no choices:
´
™
t
®

KQJ5
AQ
Q86
AJ96

W

E

´
™
t
®

10 6 2
873
AK4
8543

click
link

if you have holdings which benefit from the lead
coming round to them. Often these contain minor
honours, like AJx or A10x, KJx or K10x, even AJ or
A10 when, if dummy can contribute 10xx or Jxx, a
second trick (and stop) materialises.
You may never get dealt a hand where a short
diamond response is best – and often you only
realise it after 1NT has slipped out – but the
principle of making it easy for partner to rebid 1NT
is important: use that to decide between alternatives
when they arise. Last, don’t be overly concerned as
opener; on hands with five clubs and four diamonds
raise a 1t response to 2t.

CAREFUL WITH 1t – 2®

If 1® – 1NT is uncomfortable then clubs over
diamonds is a horrible way to begin an auction.
Responder’s 2® pre-empts a constructive sequence.
Reversing into a major requires extra strength (16+)
by opener, as it’s above the ‘safety barrier’ of 2t.
Add into the mix the possibility that opener could
be 4-4-4-1 with a singleton club and minimum
values and you have an ugly brew. Opener would
have to rebid 2t (December 2017/p28).

West opens 1´, East responds 1NT and hopes for
the best. Here, opener raises to game which is in
jeopardy on a heart lead. Played by West if the
defence lead the suit they have most of, there are
nine easy tricks. This is not just important in 3NT;
replace West’s club ace with a small card and you
would want to declare 1NT from West, not East.

The simple answer is to make a 2® response to
1t rarer by insisting it is either sound or has a clearcut rebid. Here are some examples of hand types
you might hold:

Playing five-card majors West opens one club and
we have an opportunity to keep declarer in the right
hand – but not if we respond 1NT. First, a 1NT
response should be about 8-10 points, but what
then should the weak hand bid? Not two clubs,
opener may hold a 3-card suit and a balanced hand
crying out to declare 1NT.

D If you can pass a 2t rebid – with three or more
diamonds – then you can be lighter, but keep to
a minimum of 10 HCP.

Take courage and respond one diamond. The
minors are the poor relations and getting out of the
way for partner’s no-trump rebid is a noble cause –
worth pretending a small club is a small diamond.
Responder’s 1NT still has a place, but choose it
when you positively want to declare no trumps. See
34 English Bridge February 2018

D Values enough for 2NT even if opener has a
minimum with long diamonds – say 12 HCP.
Responder continues with two of a major or
2NT after opener’s 2t rebid.

D A decent six-card or longer club suit and 9-11
HCP – rebid 3®.
When responder doesn’t pass or rebid clubs it
shows sound values. Some would have the 2®
response to 1t to be game-forcing but that is alien
to those raised on Acol and ‘the more you bid the
www.ebu.co.uk

more you have’. A minimum of 10 HCP without
long clubs frees opener to bid a major with 15
HCPs, a discount on classic reversing values, but
still forcing to game.
My constraints are a compromise between
addressing opener’s rebid problems and retaining
the four-card experience: all I’m asking is that with
normal hands, you have a few more points to
respond 2® to 1t. Let’s try some examples.
Hand 1
Partner
opens 1®

´
™
t
®

542
8543
AK9
975

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
Partner
opens 1t
AJ4
K 10 3
Q3
Q9742

Hand 2
Partner
opens 1®

´
™
t
®

A82
85
A96
97542

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
Partner
opens 1t
92
AQ7
10 4
K J 10 8 3 2

Hand 3
Partner
opens 1®

´
™
t
®

K 10 5
AJ
9852
6432

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
Partner
opens 1t
8
KJ7
Q964
AQ652

1. 1™. Just because you are keen to allow partner her
1NT rebid don’t get carried away, this isn’t the
time to improvise – 1™ caters for heart contracts
as well.

2. 1t. But I like the improvisation here. Though
using 1t to avoid no trumps is more common on
3-3-3-4 hands it can solve other problems. 2® is
not so bad but the aces are good and it is a slight
underbid. Better to hear partner’s rebid, at teams
you might even aggressively raise 1NT to 2NT.
But no trumps is likely to outscore clubs at
matchpoints and, paradoxically, when opener has
four clubs and 15 HCP, it may discourage active
opponents from competing.

3. 1NT. Better than 1t with holdings in the majors
that welcome the lead.

4. 2NT. This is still natural non-forcing and about
11-12 HCP. If there is an option to 2® over 1t,
it’s worth consideration. Here no trumps is a
standout bid with lead-worthy holdings in spades
and hearts – but even with simple stops, 2NT
would still be sound on this shape.

5. 2®. It would be eccentric not to respond in clubs.
But over 2t you must bid the suit again. Opener’s
rebid in no way promises six and, as the previous
instalment mentioned, on some dreaded
www.ebu.co.uk

occasions partner might be 4-4-4-1 with a
singleton club. More common however is a
minimum with five diamonds and a four card
major. With a slender majority of HCPs, clubs
will be the best part-score.

6. 3´ splinter. If this is not in your bidding arsenal,
then a reluctant 2®. The splinter may lead to an
over-ambitious 5t (can you stop in 4t?) but 3t
is an undervaluation. Much depends on opener’s
spade holding to determine whether it should be
3NT or 5t, but after 2® opener’s 2NT or 2t will
still leave you badly placed. If you have adopted
the 10+ stricture for 1t – 2® then opener’s 2NT
establishes a combined 25 HCP except when
responder repeats clubs (9-11). Thus responder’s
3t ought to be forcing (else 3t immediately).
But I’d have my fingers crossed lest partner
pass…

CHRIS’ SUMMARY

D When responding to 1® with no major suit,
ask yourself ‘do I want to be declarer in notrumps?’ If the answer is no or maybe, look for
an alternative to 1NT . . .
D Remember, on minimum hands bypass a four
or five card diamond suit to respond in a 4card major. (December 2017/p28).

D With no major, support partner’s minor to the
two-level with five (perhaps diamonds with
four). Supporting to the three-level only needs
four because partner has enough high cards to
r
bid 3NT on a short suit.

PERMITTED AGREEMENTS
ADDITIONS and amendments to permitted
methods take effect from 1st August 2018 and
any applications to change anything need to be
received by the Laws and Ethics Committee by
the end of February.
If you wish to apply for approval of any
agreement not currently permitted, you should
send it by the end of February 2018 by
e-mail to Ian Mitchell, ian@ebu.co.uk. You
should include a logical defence to any
agreement and how it is to be shown on the
system card.
The Committee tend to look more favourably
on applications that are not especially difficult
to defend against.
February 2018 English Bridge
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EBU Awards 2017
These awards were announced at the 2017 AGM. Silver Awards recognise long service and outstanding contribution to bridge
at county and national level. The Diamond Award is given to players in recognition of excellence and success over a sustained
period for England’s international teams. The Tony Priday award is given for outstanding contribution to bridge and
enhancing the game in all its aspects. Dimmie Fleming Awards are given in recognition of hard work for bridge as volunteers
in administration at county level, typically giving 10 to 15 years or more service.

RICHARD FLEET
(London)

MICHAEL ROTHWELL
(Westmorland)

DAVID EWART
(London)

Silver Award

Silver Award

Tony Priday Award

Richard has served on many
committees throughout his
bridge administration career. He
was on the EBU Selection
Committee from 1982 to 2006
(with only one year off in the
mid-1990s), five of those years
as Chairman. He has also served
on the Laws & Ethics
Committee for a total of 14
years since 1981 and is on the
current committee. He was a
member of the Conventions
Working Party and has served
on the EBU Constitutional
Commission.

Michael’s major contribution
has been the development of
software. His Bridge Timer
(provided at no cost to the EBU)
is very highly regarded and used
at all EBU events, plus many
others in this country and beyond.

David Ewart is well known as a
bridge player, but his award is
given in recognition of his
voluntary work as our Honorary
Counsel since 2012.

In addition, Richard has
served on the committee of the
London Metropolitan Bridge
Association for 20 years, with
ten of those as Chairman.

Michael has been very active at
local and county level. He has
been
Secretary
of
the
Westmorland County Bridge
Association for several years. He
has organised the popular
County Swiss Congress, and
runs the CancerCare Bridge
Tournament which has raised
over £59,000 since 1994.

In 2016 Richard wrote
Tournament Bridge in England:
1925-1945, which he donated to
the EBU.
Richard has won most of
England’s major trophies, and
played for England in several
Camrose matches.
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His Hand Generator software
(given for free to EBED) makes it
easy to formulate hands for
documents. It is an excellent
resource
for
producing
commentaries, lessons, and
handouts. He also created the
Bridge Scorer software.

He is a key trainer of Club
TDs, running a number of EBED
courses in the North West.

When the EBU later decided to
pursue its VAT claim against
HMRC it was his wife, Sarah, a
tax barrister who was persuaded
to help, but she fell pregnant and
had to withdraw. Her husband
provided maternity cover, and
researched, co-ordinated and
pursued the case at every level,
culminating in an appearance
before the European Court in
Luxembourg early in 2017.
Sadly the claim was not
successful but it does not detract
from the work and dedication
David put into it over several
years, levying no charge for his
services.
There is no more suitable
recipient for the 2017 Tony
Priday Award than David – an
all-round decent chap.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU Awards 2017
SALLY BROCK

TERENCE TREEBY (DEVON)
Dimmie Fleming Award

Diamond Award

Sally played in her first Lady
Milne in 1976 and in her first
European Championship in
1979, with Sandra Landy, which
they won. Since then she has
been almost ever present in the
British, and then English,
Women’s team – except for a
break from international bridge
to have children. She has
appeared in major World and
European competitions for Great
Britain and England on 27
occasions, winning nine gold
medals and numerous silver and
bronze medals. She has also
frequently represented England
in the Camrose Trophy, Lady
Milne, and Teltscher Trophy.
Her
domestic
successes
include three victories in the
Gold Cup and four in the
Crockfords Cup.
Sally has recently taken over
the leadership of the Under 26
Women’s squad, and captained
the team for its medal winning
campaign in the 2017 European
Championships.

Terence has just retired from Devon CBA’s Committee,
having held the position of Secretary for 15 years. His
commitment and immersion helped past chairmen and
committee members enjoy an easy ride.
He took on the onerous task of organising the Devon Congress with
huge success. Within the county he organised venues, dealing and
directors for county competitions, standing in at times when needed.
He acquainted himself with the rules and regulations so that he
could answer problems straight away. He performed his tasks with
cheerfulness and much patience, never once losing his temper.

AUDREY HARTLEY (ESSEX)
Dimmie Fleming Award
Audrey Hartley retired as a member of the Essex
Committee in 2017 as she entered her ninth decade. Aside
from her administrative work, Audrey also represented
England in the Lady Milne Trophy in 2008. Outside of Essex she has
been instrumental in setting up two new clubs in London, based at the
Young Chelsea.
Audrey served a number of roles including Tournament Secretary
and Secretary. She has been an EBU shareholder and an Essex
delegate. While teaching maths at King Edwards Grammar School, she
set up the school bridge club and is also a County Director. She is the
longest serving member at Chelmsford Bridge Club.

DAVID MULLER (LONDON)
Dimmie Fleming Award
David Muller is an accomplished player who, after early
retirement, ran his own bridge club in North London. He
has supported his county for some 30 years, and served on
the committee almost continuously since 1994. Before then he was the
County Youth Officer, and he has served on the EBU Selection
Committee. For London’s MBA he keeps the committee meeting
minutes, and runs the website. He is the organiser of several events
and directs and scores without fee at London’s massively popular Café
Bridge events, from which large sums are donated to charity. Despite
making his living from bridge, he often takes on the tuition of
younger players without charge.

MERVYN WOTTON (SUSSEX), Dimmie Fleming Award
Mervyn has served the Sussex CBA within the Management Committee, the Tournament
Committee, the editorial team, as webmaster and as EBU Master Points Secretary. He has made
an enormous contribution to the success of Sussex bridge over 13 years’ service. His personal
input, level of commitment, determination and sheer effort, often under testing circumstances,
has been exceptional.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge with a Twist
Cold Comfort

by Simon Cochemé
click
link

W

e say a contract that can always be made
is cold, although there may be a caveat
attached to it, for example: ‘It’s cold if
you take the heart finesse’. I have heard the variation
on ice, too.
If the contract is even more straightforward than
that, then it’s described as laydown. In times gone by
a player might have said gin (appropriating the
word from Gin Rummy) as he tabled his cards and
brought play to an end. I’ve seen bridge books from
the ‘30s that describe such a contract as a sitter or a
snip. Another old-time description was a pianola –
it plays itself. And, of course, there is the simple 3NT
contract where you have exactly nine tricks on top
and don’t need to break sweat, the Gambolling 3NT.
In Ireland a cold contract, I am told, can be said
to be ‘as cold as a clock’. It’s an old saying, dating
from 1579, that I haven’t heard used in any context
in England. The Indians have followed the cold
route with thandā, as have the Danes with kold, and
the Dutch with koud, although for them dood,
meaning dead, is more commonly used.
Confusingly the Swedes say a contract is cold or
stone-dead when it can’t be made. But they do have
a nice expression for an easy contract: they say rull
tårta, which means Swiss Roll; their equivalent to
our ‘piece of cake’, I suppose.
The Dutch also say binnen (literally ‘in’) when a
contract is about to make (usually after an
imperfect defence). Perversely, the Flemish use the
same word, binnen, at the end of the play, when a
contract has failed. I’m sure our Brexit negotiators
could take advantage of this to create some
confusion; I’ve informed Downing Street.

contract) against the wall. Maybe they are Italian
Americans, and are referencing the traditional
spaghetti test – if it sticks to the wall, it is done.
It’s tricky in Bulgaria. They say a contract is prav,
meaning correct or right, for all no-trump
contracts, because no-trumps are masculine
(obviously). But cold contracts in clubs, hearts and
spades are prava at the one level because clubs,
hearts and spades are feminine. Diamonds are
neuter and therefore pravo in the singular. All cold
suit contracts at the two level and above are, of
course, plural, and called pravi. If you think that’s
complicated, you should see the way that genders
are assigned in two-way Bulgarian check-back.

PRESS!
The ACBL (North America’s equivalent of the
EBU) has dispensed with the Stop card in its
tournaments, and their bridge clubs have been
encouraged to do likewise. Players are also told not
to say ‘stop’ or ‘skip’ before making a jump bid. A
player sitting over a jump bid is still required to
pause for about 10 seconds before bidding. The
change means they will have to work out for
themselves that there was a skip bid; they won’t get
a warning.
Why are the ACBL making the change? Well, I
infer from their pronouncements that some players
were using the Stop card to alert their partner as to
the strength of their jump bid; 3™ was weaker than
Stop-3™, or maybe the other way round.

The French have gone with laydown, saying a
contract is sur la table, and the Italians have joined
them with stesa, literally a spread. The Russians are
also in the laydown camp with выкладной
(vykladnoy), but they will often say a contract is
iron-clad, or bullet-proof.

Getting rid of the Stop card seems a drastic
measure, surely better to educate players as to its
correct use. The problem of people ignoring the
remaining laws will get worse. There are already
players who bid as they wish because they don’t
agree with the procedure; now they will just claim
they hadn’t realised it was a skip bid. The ACBL
have thrown out the baby and kept the bath water.

Some Americans, for whom laydown and spread
are too delicate, say you could throw it (the

If you see a large number of second-hand Stop
r
cards on eBay, you will know why.
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Ask Robin

Compiled by Robin Barker

Trouble at the table
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link

T

ony Russ asked, ‘I was interested to learn
about your interpretation of the new claim
law to the effect that once the director has
been called there is then no option to play on. Is
that correct and if so where in law or White Book
does it state that?’

Before 2007 the laws said that play ceased after a
claim and ignored any play that happened after a
claim. But there was a notorious incident where an
English international claimed ‘on a double squeeze’,
the international opponents did not see it and play
continued, declarer lost concentration and
misplayed the ending. The team asked for a ruling
on the original claim and declarer was awarded his
tricks on the basis that the claim was sound and the
subsequent play was irrelevant.
So in 2007 the law changed to say that play ceased
after a claim but if play did continue, the TD could
use what happened in the subsequent play in
deciding how to rule on the claim. This year, the
law changed again to say that play could continue
after a claim and if it did the TD would no longer
rule on the claim – the result of the hand was the
result obtained by playing the hand out.
But if the TD is called after the claim but before
play resumes then there is no option for play to
continue. This interpretation is from the European
TD meeting in the new laws - at which some of the
drafting committee were present.
Law 68D2 gives two choices for the objecting side:
call the TD or suggest that play continues. Law
68D2 (a) says that when the TD is called he applies
Law 70. Law 68D2 (b) (i) says that if anyone objects
to play continuing, the TD is called and we are back
to Law 68D2 (a) and hence to Law 70. Law 68D2
does not allow the TD to offer that play continues.
The TD should protect the rights of both sides – it
cannot be in both sides interest to continue play –
so it is not just for the TD to allow play to continue.
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G

ail Saunders had a query re
announcements. ‘I know that players can
ask their respective partners about
throwing away or trumping ‘no clubs, partner?’ to
prevent possible revokes. However I have noticed
that a number of players announce this themselves
‘I have no clubs’. Is this acceptable within the rules?
You are not the only one to notice this. I am sure it
is becoming more common.
The laws permit defenders to ask one another
‘having none?’ but they do not permit the player
who does not follow suit to announce that they have
not followed suit without being asked.
Much of the time this habit is harmless –
especially if partner routinely pays attention and
routinely asks. But the spontaneous announcement
can be used to wake partner up to the fact we’ve run
out of a suit and that is not allowed.
If you find the habit annoying or distracting then
you could ask the opponents (or partner?) not to do
it. If you think it is being used to illegally wake up
their partner, then call the TD. The TD will
hopefully tell them not to do it – but will probably
not be able to do anything more the first time it
happens.

B

ruce Carrison asked, ‘When using Exit
Transfers (the use of transfer bids following
a 1NT opening which is doubled), responder
has some options: Redouble is a transfer to clubs;
2® transfer to t; etc. Pass is either asking opener
to redouble (if used), or I have no suitable hand for
an exit transfer. Either way the Pass is conveying
more information other than a natural pass,
should this therefore be alerted?’
If Pass is forcing, asking partner to redouble, then
it is not natural and should be alerted.
If Pass is not forcing, and opener is expected to
pass, then it is natural and should not be alerted.
www.ebu.co.uk

If Pass is not forcing but opener is expected to
rescue himself, then the pass is natural but has a
potentially unexpected meaning and should be
alerted. Also, the exit transfers are alerted not
announced.

M

ichael Baily asked, ‘My partner and I
were E/W and played board 7. When
East checked the score she noticed it
had been entered under Board 19 which was the
board we should have played. The Director was
called and let Board 7 result stand with both N/S
and E/W being given average minus on Board 19.
My query is why E/W got average minus as well as
N/S because it was not obvious to us that we were
playing the wrong board (Appendix Mitchell
Movement) in which there is no table number and
Board Number sequence!!
The question of who is responsible for playing the
right boards is becoming more frequent now the
new Law 15 requires that players play the wrong
board if they start it.
Who is responsible depends on whether there is a
stationary pair at the table and whether there is a
movement card or Bridgemate to tell the pairs
which pairs and boards to expect.
If there is a stationary pair (let’s say N-S) at the
table then I would expect them to make sure that
they are playing the right EW pair and the right
boards, and the moving (EW) pair are not
responsible for playing the right boards.
If there are two moving pairs at the table then
both pairs are equally responsible for making sure
the pairs and boards are right. Both pairs should
check the movement card. If there is no movement
card, both pairs should check the Bridgemate at the
start of the round, which shows the pair numbers
and the board numbers. If there are two moving
pairs and no way of checking, then neither pair can
r
be blamed for getting it wrong.

R

obin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. He is editor of
the White Book and looks forward to
answering your questions. Please email
him – robin@ebu.co.uk.
The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.
www.ebu.co.uk

General Data Protection Regulation
The new GDPR comes into force on 25th May
and by the time you read this we will already have
started implementing it, with information on the
EBU website, not only for individual members
but also to help clubs and counties comply with
their legal obligations.
This information will include a Privacy Notice
that tells our members matters such as:
• What data we collect
• What we use it for
• Where we get it from
• Who we give it to
• What we do to ensure its security
• What you can do to see what data we hold
about you
• What you can do to limit how we use your data
• How you can ask for inaccuracies in data to be
corrected
• What we do with your data if you stop being a
member
We will also provide this information in
printed form in a bit more detail in the next issue
of English Bridge.
Clubs and counties are also responsible for
complying with the GDPR and in addition to the
help we will aim to provide them with, they can
find a lot of useful information on the website of
the Information Commissioner’s Office at
https://ico.org.uk including various selfassessment tools at https://ico.org.uk/fororganisations/resources-and-support/dataprotection-self-assessment/
For further help or information contact
gordon@ebu.co.uk

US ADOPTS ENGLISH SOFTWARE
The world’s largest national bridge organisation –
the American Contract Bridge League – has
decided to adopt the USEBIO file format standard
for bridge results. Originally developed by Surrey
member Chris Stableford in the 1990s, it has been
used by EBU clubs and counties since 2010,
allowing them to send their bridge session data to
the EBU.
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Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 12
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

J 10 9 5 2
J2
K4
Q963

´
™
t
®

K74
AK753
J3
842
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

83
Q 10 9 6
Q 10 8 6
J 10 5

AQ6
84
A9752
AK7

You are in 3NT, and West leads the ´J.
The match has just begun, and you find yourself
declaring a no trump game, with points to spare. It
seems like it should be easy to reach your target,
especially when you count that you begin with eight
top tricks (3´, 2™, 1t and 2®). Which suit offers
the best chance of making an extra trick? While
Hand 2

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q8
J654
K4
Q9542
73
´ J52
N
10 9 7 3
™ KQ82
W
E
Q 10 8 6 2
t J9
S
AJ6
® K 10 7
´ A K 10 9 6 4
™ A
t A753
® 83

You are in 4´, and West leads the ™10.
You have arrived in a game with slender values, so
making your contract could lead to a substantial
swing. You count six top tricks (3´, 1™, and 2t),
but hope to make three more winners through
length in spades. You can also trump diamonds in
the dummy (the short trump hand) for extra tricks.
Trumping hearts in your hand will not create extra
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there is a five card suit in your hand, it is dummy’s
suit that offers the best possibility. Starting off with
two winners in the suit means that an extra trick
can be made if hearts split 3-3 or 4-2, but when
seeking to establish length winners, it is important
to keep an eye on entries. With only one entry to
the dummy outside of hearts (´K), declarer must
save the ´K as an entry to the eventual heart winners.

So, you should win the first trick with the ´Q,
and lead the ™8. West will probably play the ™2,
and from the dummy? If you win the ™A and ™K
then lose a heart, you will be an entry short if hearts
split 4-2, so you should play the ™3. East wins the
™9, and is likely to return a spade. Win the ´A in
hand, and lead the ™4 to the ™K, then cash the ™A.
If hearts split 3-3, you will now have 10 winners.
When West discards on the third heart, you can lose
the fourth round of hearts to East. You can win any
return and cross to dummy’s ´K and play dummy’s
length winner, the ™7.
tricks since you expect to win the trumps anyway.

You need to delay drawing trumps. Win the ™A
and lead to the tK and back to the tA. Now lead
the t5, and when West follows, you plan to trump.
You only need one extra trick, so does it matter
whether you trump with the ´Q or the ´8?

If you trump with the ´8 and East overtrumps
with the ´J, you will be in trouble if East plays a
spade, as you will have no more trumps in dummy
and three minor suit losers in hand. So, to be safe,
you should trump with the ´Q. If you now draw
trumps however, you might lose to the ´J, in
addition to the three minor suit losers that you still
have in your hand, so you should cross to hand by
trumping a heart and trump the t7 with the ´8. If
East overtrumps with the ´J, then you will only lose
two club tricks plus the ´J. If the ´8 wins the trick,
you can trump another heart and play the ´AK,
making an overtrick if the ´J falls singleton or
doubleton.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

Q 10 9 4
763
95
AQ52

´
™
t
®

KJ
J5
A 10 7 6 4 3 2
10 6
´ 76532
N
™ 8
W
E
t KJ8
S
® J874
´ A8
™ A K Q 10 9 4 2
tQ
® K93

dummy has a long suit that might prove useful.
How should you plan to proceed?

You try the ´J from the dummy, and East plays
the ´2. It will be necessary to delay drawing trumps
so that the ™J can serve as an entry, so you play the
tA and trump the t2 with the ™9. When diamonds
split 3-2, you only need to trump one more round
to establish the suit, so you can cash the ™A then
lead the ™2 to the ™J. Trump the t3 with the ™10,
then draw West’s last trump. Dummy’s diamonds
are all winners, so you can actually make an
overtrick as long as you can get back to the dummy.

You are in 6™. West leads the ´10, and East plays
the ´2.

Whether this is now possible all depends on how
alert you were at trick one! Have you seen the issue
that needed to be tackled?

You have done well to bid to a low point count
slam, but you will only be rewarded if you can make
it. If West had led a club, then there would have
been a relatively straightforward route to 12 tricks
by trumping a club in the dummy, but you should
now be wary of losing two club tricks if West has the
®A. You count 10 top tricks (2´, 7™, and 1t) and

When establishing a long suit, one should always
keep an eye on entries. If you allowed the ´J to win
the first trick, then you will now be stranded from
the dummy. However, this could be avoided by
winning the first trick with the ´A. Dummy’s ´K
can now be reached and all three of declarer’s clubs
can be discarded on dummy’s diamond winners.

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

J9765
52
862
A86

´
™
t
®

82
AKJ983
A
Q J 10 3
´ KQ3
N
™ Q764
W
E
t 753
S
® 974
´ A 10 4
™ 10
t K Q J 10 9 4
® K52

You are in 3NT. West leads the ´6 to East’s ´Q.
Having failed to find an eight card major fit, you
alight in 3NT, and West leads the ´6 to East’s ´Q.
With nine top tricks (1´, 2™, and 6t), it looks like
it will be easy to make your contract and your mind
might start drifting to the prospects of making
overtricks. However, it is important to note that
diamonds are blocked and if the defenders remove
your ´A entry then you might not be able to get
back to your hand if West holds the ®A and saves it
to beat your ®K.
www.ebu.co.uk

Winning the ´A immediately also leaves you in
danger of losing four spade tricks if you lose the
lead, so you let East win the ´Q. East will continue
with the ´K, and again you should duck. If the
defenders do not play another spade, then you
might be able to force out the ®A and the ™Q to
make your game, but East will no doubt lead the ´3
at trick three rather than switching suits at that
point. You win the ´A and could now tackle hearts,
or you could cross to the tA then lead a club,
hoping to find East with the ®A. In this case, either
of those plans would see West winning the ®A and
cashing two more spades to defeat your game.
However, there is a solution to your dilemma. Can
you see what it is?
The best way to overcome the blockage in
diamonds is to unblock the suit. This can be
achieved by discarding the tA on your ´A at the
third trick!
You are now in hand with a clear path to six
diamond winners. Dummy’s ™A and ™K will
provide your eighth and ninth, and your game will
have been made without needing to worry about
which opponent has the ™Q or the ®A.
r
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

Tolly bad luck
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‘H

ave you ever lost 70 IMPs on one
board?’ Peter Lee asked me as we
awaited our team mates at the
qualifying round of the Tollemache (he was playing
for Surrey and I for London). Of course, you can’t
lose more than 24 in a head-to-head match, but the
Tolly is for teams of eight with each North-South
pair comparing with two East-West pairs, so with
four scores available on every deal the maximum
possible gain or loss is a massive 96 IMPs. The
Surrey player was referring to this deal, on which
you may well imagine vast swings taking place.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer West.
´ K 10 8 7 2
™ 10 9 4
t K 10 8 4 3
® –
J9653
´ –
N
875
™ 3
W
E
AQJ9
t 72
S
J
® A K Q 10 9
86532
´ AQ4
™ AKQJ62
t 65
® 74

I remembered the deal, of course – ten-card suits
do not come along every day, and when I picked up
the East cards I was confronted with this auction:
West
Pass

North
2´1

East
?

South

1
Spades and a minor, less than opening bid
values.

I couldn’t think of anything more creative than
5®, so I bid it and South, after considerable
thought, bid 5´. My partner doubled, but since this
didn’t have to be based on spade length and could
instead just be a couple of high cards, I thought I
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had better remove it. So I bid 6®, everybody passed,
the diamond finesse lost, and we conceded 100. On
seeing the dummy I regretted my decision, but in
fact if declarer plays for the actual distribution (not
all that far-fetched) he can make 5´ doubled so in
theory we had comfortably beaten par. ‘What
happened to Surrey?’ I enquired.
What had happened to Surrey was that their
Suffolk opponents had both played in 6™ doubled
on the North-South cards. The bidding had been
such that no one knew whether this had been bid to
make or as a save, so when East doubled it West
didn’t know whether this was Lightner or just
penalty. Fortunately West could temporise by
leading tA – but when this held he was on the
horns of another dilemma, since he now had the
option of playing East for a void spade or a
singleton diamond.
There are, I am sorry to say, Easts whose tempo
when following to tA would leave West in no doubt
what to do next. But Surrey doesn’t let Easts like
that play for the county, and it is a matter of record
that Suffolk recorded 1660 at both tables where
Surrey continued diamonds.
At the two other tables Suffolk played in doubled
club contracts. Perhaps wisely not trusting that they
would find the right defence to 6™, a Suffolk pair
saved in 7® doubled and two down. Their minus
500 was good for 15 IMPs with each of their NorthSouth pairs, but it was comfortably exceeded by
their East-West counterparts who played in 5®
doubled and made. That was worth 20 IMPs a pop,
and Surrey had lost the swing to which Peter
referred at the beginning of my article.
Worse was to come. You recall that as East-West
London had conceded 100 at my table – well, our
other East-West were allowed to play in 5® for plus
600. Our opponents, Leicestershire, had an EastWest pair who didn’t find their spade ruff against a
doubled heart contract – but that contract was at
the five level, so London scored 1050. That meant 14
www.ebu.co.uk

IMPs with one pair and 17 with the other. Finally,
the auction at the fourth table was:
West
Pass
7®

North
Pass
7™

East
6®
Dble

South
6™
All Pass

It sounded to West as though his opponents were
saving, so with diamonds well under control, spades
guarded and clubs in abundance with East, he made
the textbook lead of a trump to cut down ruffs.
Declarer won in hand, ruffed a club, crossed to a
spade, ruffed another club, crossed to another spade
and ran his trumps. On the last of these West could
not guard against both dummy’s long spade and
dummy’s tK, so the doubled grand slam was made
for 2470 to North-South. Those of you familiar with
the outer reaches of the IMP scale will know at once
that this meant 20 IMPs with one pair and 22 with
the other, so Leicestershire had lost 73 IMPs on one
board and poor Peter Lee didn’t even have the
consolation of (numerically) the greatest disaster of
r
the year.

ENGLAND TRIALS FOR EUROPE
Jeffrey Allerton & Chris Jagger have won the trials
to represent England in the 2018 European
Championships. Second-placed David Bakhshi &
Artur Malinowski also qualify alongside Andrew
Robson & Tony Forrester who were pre-selected.
Played over three days in mid-January, the trials
saw 10 pairs compete, playing 24 boards against
each other pair. The winners were leading from
the end of day two, but the competition for second
place was fierce, with Michael Byrne and Kieran
Dyke losing the spot on the last day.

LONDON YEAR END
Kieran Dyke &
Marion Robertson
(pictured left)
were winners of
the three session
Swiss Pairs
competition at the
London Year End Congress between Christmas
and New Year. Norman Selway and Kay Preddy
came second, while David Gold & Kevin Castner
came third. The highest finishing ‘B’ and ‘C’
Stratification pair were David Stern & Howard
Jennings who finished fifth.
The Swiss Teams
competition
finished in a
dramatic tie, with
the team of Martin
Seligman, David
Bakhshi, Heather
Bakhshi & Liam
Sanderson taking the title. They beat the team
which had been leading the competition for
many rounds - David Kendrick, Tony Waterlow,
Jerry Harouni & Ray Robinson - 15-5 in the final
match to draw level and take the trophy on the
split-tie. The team of Tim Prior, James Thrower,
Gavin Mackay & Croz Croswell were third.
The Open Pairs
competition was
won by Phil King
& Shahzaad Natt
narrowly ahead of
John Cox &
Ankush
Khandelwal.

Jeffrey and Chris were the only pair playing Acol
(with a five-card spade opening). In their system
they open 4-card suits up the line, play a weak no
trump and three weak twos.

NEW FREE BRIDGE MAGAZINE
Mark Horton & Ron
Tacchi have launched
New Bridge Magazine.
Register for a free
subscription on www.
newbridgemag.com
www.ebu.co.uk

The Mixed Pairs
competition was
won by Peter
Hasenson & Gill
Stock, just ahead
of Chris
Duckworth &
Brian Callaghan.
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 8

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. Love All. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
AJ97
J 10 4 2
93
AQ7

West
Selway
1®
2NT
6®

8652
A876
10 6 4 2
5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

the final for a splendid third consecutive time and would
face Patterson.

´
™
t
®

K4
K93
AKQJ
K984

Q 10 3
Q5
875
J 10 6 3 2

North
Hallberg
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Preddy
2®
4NT
6NT

South
Patterson
Pass
Pass
All Pass

All our deals will come from the final of the
Gold Cup. Sally Brock’s team had reached

2. E/W Game. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
9764
KQ
Q2
AK765

West
Jones
4´

´
™
t
®

North
Black
3t
All Pass

10 5
10 9 6 2
K987543
–
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
AJ32
A87
10 6
10 8 4 2
East
Rosen
Dble

KQ8
J543
AJ
QJ93

West
King
1®
1™
2´
3NT
4NT

South
Whittaker
Pass

North
Rosen
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
McIntosh
1t
2t
2NT
4®

South
Jones
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

McIntosh’s 2t was a game-forcing check-back and 4NT+1
produced 11 IMPs.

Awards: 5NT/4NT/3NT (10), 5® (5), 6NT (4), 6® (3).
Jones bid 4´ instead. Andrew Black led the ™10, Willie
Whittaker winning with the ™A and returning a heart.
When a trump was played to the king and ace, South could
have sunk the contract by delivering a club ruff. Jones
ruffed South’s heart return (leaving the master ™J in
dummy). He crossed to dummy’s ´Q and could have
nullified South’s extra trump by playing four rounds of
clubs now. Unless North had led the ™10 from 10-6-2, the
clubs were marked as 0-4. When declarer preferred to play
a trump, South claimed two trump tricks for one down.
West
McIntosh

With strong clubs, four poor spades and
tQ-x, it was not totally out of the question
for West to find an inspired 3NT response.
This could have looked very silly and Martin
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On the first board Kay Preddy’s 2® was forcing (inverted
minor) and the 2NT rebid showed 12-14 and fewer than
four clubs. With a combined count of 31-33, East’s limit bid
of 4NT was marginally ambitious. Norman Selway would
normally pass on a minimum 12-count but he hoped that
his ruffing value in clubs might allow 6® to make. Gunnar
Hallberg found the amazing lead of the ™6 against 6NT and
the defenders claimed the queen and ace for one down.

4t
4´

North
Brock
3t
Pass
All Pass

East
King
Dble
4™

South
Myers
Pass
Pass

Sally Brock led a McKenney t3, indicating her club void.
A club ruff would have given the defenders three trump
tricks for one down but South ducked the first round of
trumps. Declarer could then draw trumps, scoring +620
for a gain of 12 IMPs.

Awards: 3NT (10), 4´ (7), 4NT (6), 5® (4), 3t dbld by N (3).
www.ebu.co.uk

3. E/W Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A65
J6
A K 10 8 7 6 5
J
´
™
t
®

West
Black
1t
6t

KQJ9742
10
Q3
10 8 6
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
10 3
AK742
J
Q9743

North
Myers
4´
All Pass

East
Whittaker
Dble

8
Q9853
942
AK52

South
Brock
Pass

After twenty boards Patterson led 46-16.
The Brock team then suffered a body blow
on this deal. Black took a flier into 6t and

4. Game All. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J84
96
A K Q 10 9 8 6
4
´
™
t
®

West
Whittaker
3t
All Pass

Q76
10 7 2
75
10 8 7 5 3
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

East
Black
5t

West
Selway
1t
5t

North
Halberg
3´
All Pass

East
Preddy
Dble

South
Patterson
Pass

Hallberg overcalled just 3´ and Selway arrived in the better
contract of 5t. (Not so good as 3NT, as it happens. Might
he have tried that on the second round?) Sadly for
East/West, a heart lead gave the defenders two heart tricks
and a trump promotion. Selway ruffed the third heart with
the t5 and was overruffed for one down and 16 IMPs away.

Awards: 4NT/3NT (10), 5t (7), 4´ dbled by N (5), 6t (2).

West liked his hand for a vulnerable 3t opening and
arrived in 5t doubled. When Brock led the ´6, the contract
was easily made for the loss of a spade and a club.

A 10 5
AK85
J432
96

K932
QJ43
–
AKQJ2

North
Brock
Pass

was able to make it when the ´K was led and a heart went
away on the ®A-K. Declarer still needed to ruff his two
spade losers. He was successful in this venture because
South had started with only one trump and could not
overruff the third round of spades!

South
Myers
Dble

West
Preddy
1t
3t
4t

North
Patterson
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Selway
1™
3´
5t

South
Hallberg
Dble
Pass
All Pass

Patterson found the better lead of the ®8. Preddy ruffed the
second round of clubs and played the tA-K. The entries
were still present to eliminate the hearts and endplay South
with a spade to the 10. Declarer left one heart in the dummy
and Hallberg then had a safe heart exit when he won the
´10 with the ´K. That was one down and a further 13 IMPs
away.
Awards: 5t (10), diamond part-scores(4).
.

Cont/. . .

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take
reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in
the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking
in respect of claims made against advertisers, whether these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or
are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, and readers who have complaints should
address them to the advertiser, should consult a local Trading Standards Office or a Citizens Advice Bureau or
their own solicitors. Members should ensure when booking holidays that they take suitable precautions
to protect their booking: check the company is part of a relevant organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out
suitable travel insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card. Readers should note that prices advertised
may not be accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes.
www.ebu.co.uk
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and Whittaker indicates a minimum. Should East pass
now? When he advances to 2NT facing a one-level overcall,
West places his partner with closer to 13/14 points and
bids game. Myers led the ™A from ™A-K-5 and found
Brock with six hearts. Declarer took a losing finesse on the
eventual diamond switch and North/South scored +400 in
a 3NT contract.

5. E/W Game. Dealer South
´
™
t
®

KQ542
Q2
9853
A 10

W

E

´
™
t
®

863
J9
A Q J 10 7
KJ7

West
Whittaker

North
Brock

East
Black

1´
2´
3NT

Pass
Pass
All Pass

2®
2NT

South
Myers
1®
Pass
Pass

Readers sometimes ask for part-scores in
this feature. OK, here’s one for you. Black
cue-bids to show at least a sound raise to 2´

AJ
K 10 7
A82
A6432

West
Preddy
2NT
4NT

W

North
Whittaker
2t
Pass
All Pass

E

´
™
t
®

K4
A962
K 10 9 3
J 10 9

East
Selway
Dble
3®

Awards: 2´ (10), 3´/3t (7), 4´ (5), 3NT (0).

2t and Selway’s double showed 12-14 or some powerful
hand that would bid again. 2NT was Lebensohl (often a
weak hand, but strong here) and Selway bid the requested
3®. West was worth only 3NT facing the weak type but
tried 4NT as a last throw of the dice. Ten tricks might have
been made but the contract went one down. They stopped
in 3NT at the other table, and it was 11 IMPs away. The
match was conceded.

6. Love All. Dealer North
´
™
t
®

At the other table McIntosh (South) opened 1NT and
West passed. King (North) held a bust with six hearts and
responded 2®, showing any weak hand in their methods.
South rebid 2™, showing spades, and collected +140 when
North passed. Since North was known to be weak, East
might have overcalled 2t on the first round.

South
Black
2™
Pass

This was the last board of the seventh set
(out of eight) and Patterson (Whittaker &
Black) led by 179-64. North opened a multi

Sally Brock had reached two major finals (Venice Cup
and Gold Cup) within a few weeks, a wonderful
achievement. Let’s not forget, either, that she has
previously won the Gold Cup three times. Our
congratulations go to her and, of course to the victorious
Patterson team!

Awards: 3NT (10), 4NT (7), 5® (3).

I chose deals that caused big swings and I tended to place the unsuccessful auction first. As a result, our
Gold Cup experts collect only 30 out of 60. No ‘What chance did we have of beating that score?’ letters to
the Editor will be entertained. Let’s see if we can unearth some worthwhile bidding tips.

TIPS TO REMEMBER

•
natural 4NT can be a very useful bid to invite a slam. Many players worry about
• Amisunderstandings
and say ‘Let’s play that 4NT is always Blackwood unless it is a raise of a NT bid’.
A one-level overcall does not promise the values for an opening bid, even when you are vulnerable.
Use a cue-bid (or constructive change-of-suit) to discover if you have game values.

That’s fair enough but you may then have to guess what to do when you have a strong responding
hand with no fit and partner has opened on a minimum.
are great! Do not look for excuses to pass instead of opening at the three-level. If you are
• Pre-empts
uncertain whether to overcall 3´ or 4´, it is often better to choose the higher bid.
r
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Teltscher trials 2017
Christmas gifts & senior moments

T

he Teltscher Trophy Trials to select the
England team to play in the 2018 Senior
Home Internationals took place just a
weekend before Christmas and there were plenty of
gifts exchanged.
The six-team field was pretty strong on paper,
including numerous England regulars past and
present, many of them still earning a good living
from the game. The winners would gain automatic
selection for England. For second place … nothing.
Two teams, Penfold and Davies, pulled away from
the rest of the field. For the rest of the players,
including Brian Senior, it was a question of keeping
the senior moments down to a respectable
minimum.

East discards the ®6. You play ™10 from hand and
West wins with ™K. West returns the ´7. Plan the
play from here.
´
™
t
®

Problem 2

´
™
t
®

J642
5
9532
KJ87
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A couple of striking deals helped the leaders on
their way. Try them as single dummy problems.
Problem 1

by Nick Smith

K 10 9 8 7
Q764
A 10
AQ

Love All. Dealer West
Q63
764
A K 10 2
875

West
1™1
Pass
All Pass
1
5+ suit

North
Pass
3´

East
2™
Pass

South
2´
4´

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A 10
A J 10 9 3
64
AQ43

E/W Game. Dealer North
West
2´1
Pass
All Pass
1
weak

North
Pass
Dble
3™

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1™
3®
4™

West leads the t5. You win with tA (East plays
the t9) and play ™4 to the 8, J and Q. West
continues with the t3 to tK, t7, t4. On the ™6,
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West leads the ™J against 4´. East takes the ™A
and returns the t6. You win the ace and play the
®A on which West plays the ®10. Plan the play
from here.

PROBLEM 1
The first of these two deals was our second of
Match 1 and my team was up against Davies. After
an icy trip up to Solihull my 60-year-old brain was
still trying to fire itself up. The 4-1 trump break in
4™ was bad news indeed. But what do you make of
West’s ´7 return?
At first sight it looks like a welcome present,
allowing you to avoid an inevitable spade loser.
West’s vulnerable overcall of 2´ must include ´K,
mustn’t it? But hang on one cotton-pickin’ minute.
Why would West (Tom Gisborne) lead away from
´K when he has a risk-free trump return available?
www.ebu.co.uk

This is no Christmas present. It is a Greek gift. As
such, it must be lobbed back in the postbox, Return
to Sender.
So you call for a low spade from dummy and are
rewarded by the sight of the ´K from East. How do
you rate your chances now?
Nearly 100%! West must surely be 7420. That 2´
bid can hardly have been on just ´J x x x x x. If so,
you’re home and dry. Win ´A and draw West’s
remaining trumps with the ™A9, discarding the ´6
from dummy. Now play a small club from hand.
West shows out, East wins and plays back tQ. You
ruff with the ™3 and play ´10 to dummy’s queen.

What can East pitch on the ´Q? He has to retain
the tJ or dummy’s ten will be a winner so he is
reduced to the ®K J doubleton. You claim the last
three tricks with ®Q, ®A and ®4. This was indeed
the layout:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ Q63
™ 764
t A K 10 2
® 875
J987542
´ K
N
KQ52
™ 8
W
E
53
t QJ987
S
–
® K J 10 9 6 2
´ A 10
™ A J 10 9 3
t 64
® AQ43

Congratulations if you spotted that chance.
Suffice to say I didn’t and ended two off. At the
other table, West did not feel his spades were good
enough to overcall 2´. After North’s 1NT response,
East tried 2NT, promising both minors. Our
teammates eventually got out for –500 in 3t
doubled. 12 IMPs to Davies.
Double dummy, there is no defence to 4™ but it is
interesting to speculate what would happen if West
returned ´J after winning the second heart? That
would have rivalled the Trojan Horse amongst
Greek gifts and it would have taken considerable
foresight to reject it, but reject it you must. Very
difficult when it looks ‘obvious’ to call for the queen
from dummy.
There was rather more drama in the
Mould/Mossop match. The Mossop team won the
www.ebu.co.uk

contract at both tables, going five off doubled in 5´
at one table and three off in 4™ after the ´2 lead at
the other – 17 IMPs out!

PROBLEM 2
The second deal was the first from our match
against Penfold. This time Roger Bryant and I were
up against David Kendrick (W) and Tony Forrester
(E), still hungry for yet more international caps at
any level.

Once East has shown up with the ™A, it is likely
that West holds one or both of the trump honours.
The best chance seems to be to offload the t10 on a
club winner and cross-ruff in the red suits, losing
just ´Q and ´A in due course.

But how best to time it? I won tA, cashed ®A
(noting West’s ten), ruffed a heart low on table and
crossed back to the ®Q, on which West played the
nine. Hoping against hope this was a false card, I
ruffed another heart and pitched the t10 on the
®K. But David Kendrick was able to ruff with the
´5 and I knew the game was up. I trumped the
diamond return but had no choice except to ruff the
™Q with the ´J. Tony Forrester overruffed with the
queen and I was one off. This was the layout:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer West.
´ J642
™ 5
t 9532
® KJ87
A5
´ Q3
N
K J 10 3 2
™ A98
W
E
KQ84
t J76
S
10 9
® 65432
´ K 10 9 8 7
™ Q764
t A 10
® AQ

My biggest mistake was ruffing a heart at trick
four. When the ®10 turned up on the ®A, I should
have continued with the queen. If West follows with
the nine, you can afford to overtake with the ®K
and pitch your diamond on the ®J without having
ruffed any hearts at all. West ruffs but you are now
safe from the heart overruff. West returns a small
heart (best) but you resist the temptation to run it
round to your queen. You trump the heart on table
and play a spade to the ten and ace.
Cont/. . .
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Now, if West returns the ™K, you can ruff in
dummy, draw East’s ´Q and claim the rest of the
tricks in hand. If West prefers another low heart,
run it round to your queen, draw the ´Q and trump
your heart loser on table.
As soon as you ruff even one heart prior to the
second club, the defence has the upper hand. West’s
®10 9 gives you that crucial extra chance, if you can
take it.
At the other table, after a similar auction, Sandra
Penfold was declarer in 4™. West led the ®10 to
Sandra’s ace. Hoping to prepare a cross-ruff, she
played a low heart at trick two. If East had won and
returned a second heart, the defence would have
been in with a good chance but, on a diamond
return, declarer rose with the ace and played ®A Q,
expecting to cross to dummy with a heart ruff.
When the ®10 9 came tumbling down, she
overtook the ®Q, in order to pitch a diamond on
the ®J. West ruffed and cashed the ´A in a bid to
hinder the cross-ruff, instead of the more
challenging heart return (as we have seen). Sandra
Penfold now had ten easy tricks and her side gained
10 IMPs.
After four of the five matches, Penfold was just
2VPs ahead of Davies, with the two leading teams
set to play each other. A narrow win for Davies
would have given her side a taste of international
bridge but after a hard-fought set of 20 boards, the
final match was a draw and it is Penfold/Selway,
Kendrick/Forrester who won the right to represent
r
England in the Teltscher Trophy.

MIDDLESEX CONGRESS
COMBINES WITH CHARITY
Middlesex CBA celebrated its 80th anniversary by
donating all profits from its congress to support
its chosen charity - Rays of Sunshine. The event
was also supported by a raffle, and around £2,500
was raised.

Christmas Quiz 2017

collated by Ed

THE QUIZ WITH FULL ANSWERS IS
ONLINE, p68
Q1 Julian Pottage provided this question along
with excellent advice about several of the
other questions.
Chuck the ®4 in the sandwich.

Q2-3 Thank you to Ian Dalziel who provided
the inspiration for these two questions.

Q2 Swop the tA/K from dummy with a small heart
from hand. Alternatively, put the ´K or ´Q in
the North hand, in place of a heart or club.

Q3 Swop the ™9 with the ®A.
Q4-6 Our resident leads expert Alan Mould
produced this fine set of questions.

Q4 ´5 - 8 marks; ™A - 5 marks; t6 - 10 marks;
®K - 1 mark.

Q5 ´5 - 10 marks; ™A - 5 marks; t6 - 2 marks;
®K - 7 marks.

Q6 ´5 - 10 marks; ™A - 1 mark; t6 - 3 marks;
®K - 5 marks.

Q7 This question was wholly inspired by
Richard Pavlicek’s amazing website.

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J 10 9
AKQ8
AKQ87
K

´
™
t
®

–
J 10 7 6 5 4 3 2
65432
–
´ 876543
N
™ –
W
E
t –
S
® J 10 9 8 7 6 5
AKQ2
9
J 10 9
AQ432

Q8-11 David Bakhshi sent this tricky question.
Q8 ®A. Q9 ™A.Q10 tA or tK. Q11 ®K.
Q12-19 A-8, B-5, C-7, D-4, E-1, F-3, G-2, H-6.

CONGRATULATIONS!
First prize - a beautiful collector’s item from the
Worshipful Company of Playing Card Makers
goes to Keith Sharp, Malmesbury.
Winners of Middlesex Congress Swiss Teams
Catherine Seale & Ian Pagan, Alan Kay & David Walker
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Second prize - a £50 EBU voucher goes to David
Calcutt, Bracknell.
www.ebu.co.uk

CAPTION

CROSSWORD NO 12

Answers online, p71

Compiled by MERMAN
1

3

2

4

5

6

7

COMPETITION

8
9

11

10

12

13
14

15

16

17

18
19
21

20
22
23

ACROSS
1. Aunt got mentor to organise competition (10)
8. Transfer made, dummy will get to turn this (8)
9. Some 1s are round this flier (5)
11. Animal turning up in a shopping centre (5)
12. Misses out badly having no uses (5)
14. Not fit for tables, having previously shut cupboards (7)
15. Sam gilded lily without a smell like this (7)
19. Refer amendment so as to become bound by fewer rules
(5)
20. Having lost lead, took to drink and dribbled (5)
21. Player involved in more signalling (5)
22. Looking for cafés, East’s right to get away from main
roads (8)
23. Be prone to working? It is an inflammatory condition (10)
DOWN
1. Heart lead’s crude? Solicitor has it all the time (10)
2. Some suits might remain so like Spooner’s new shoots
(5)
3. No French lager about? It suggests there’s a lot of friction
(7)
4. Shows some of his cards by giving me, “There’s no
alternative to Lords…” (5)
5. Do a demolition job on opponents after some
considerable time (5)
6. Puts me in trouble with dimwits (8)
7. Overstep the mark having strangers start shuffling? Yes
(10)
10. I’ve nearly no more tricks to make — I’ll take whatever I
can get (8)
13. Those of us subject to periodic change embrace odd
characters in life — others subject to periodic change (7)
16. One short of a full hand, having zoned out (5)
17. Worry about diamond lead? Start with the other hand (5)
18. What I remember about some deserved honour (5)

Pancake day is on its way. Send me some funny
captions for the cartoon above – all are
considered and multiple entries are welcome.
There were lots of great captions for the
cartoon below. Congratulations to Dave Bryan
for my stand-out favourite shown under the
cartoon. Other close contenders were Susan
Smith’s Seems to beheading towards one down!
Brian Gladman’s Stay here, we may need an exit
card and Deidre Hilbourne’s Push off! Only three
kings needed for this contract!
Send your new entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by
28th February, or post to Editor, Raggett House,
Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

If you say ‘Are we nearly there yet’
one more time, I’ll . . .

Junior Channel Trophy 2017

by Kyle Lam

Mixed fortunes for the Juniors

click
link

T

he Junior Channel Trophy marks the
beginning of the Junior International Bridge
calendar and, following successes at the
recent European Championships, the countdown to
the World Championships in China this summer.
This winter it was the turn of the Belgian Bridge
Federation to host the annual Channel Trophy
between England, France, Netherlands and Belgium
in mid-December. Each country was represented by
teams at U26, U21 and Women’s U26 level. The
competition was held at the Bridge Club Pieterman
in Leuven, just a stone’s throw from Brussels. After
some minor (albeit expected) hiccups, the England
teams arrived safely and were ready for action.
The U26 team consisted of Michael Alishaw &
Stephen Kennedy; Toby Nonnenmacher & Kyle
Lam; Shahzaad Natt & Ben Norton; NPC: Paul
Barden. They faced some stiff opposition with a
heavy loss to the Dutch on the initial day. Things
continued not to go the team’s way with a narrow
loss to the French followed by a heavy loss to the
Belgians. The team remained competitive
throughout. They deprived the Belgians of overall
victory by a 6 IMP win in their final match, much to
the relief of the Dutch who became the trophy
winners.

WOMEN STEAL THE SHOW
The U26 Women’s team consisted of Siyu Ren &
Laura Covill; Ewa Wieczorek & Olivia Bailey;
Yvonne Wiseman & Alexandra Birchall; NPC:
Giorgio Provenza. The Women’s team saw the
arrival of Laura to an otherwise unchanged team
from the European medal winning side. They too
lost their opening match to the Dutch but followed
this with five wins out of five. This unfortunately
was only enough for second place despite beating
overall winners France twice in their head-to-head
matches.
The U21 team consisted of Liam Sanderson &
Daniel Winter; Kripa Panchagnula & Harry
Madden; Sam Anoyrkatis & Theo Anoyrkatis; NPC:
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Michael Byrne. With half of the medal winning
team from the European’s last summer now too old
to play, we saw the addition of Sam, Theo and Harry
to the team. Like the U26s, they saw two defeats at
the hands of the Dutch and the French. However,
they rallied with a near maximum win against the
Belgians and sneaked overall second from the
Dutch who had lost to France, the overall winners.
The following hand is taken from the U26
competition in England’s round 3 match v Belgium.
The 6th board of the round, this yielded the 3rd
double digit swing thus conforming to all
stereotypes of the ‘placidity’ of Junior bridge.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ J5432
™ 975
t K7
® 642
Q
´ 10 8
N
AKJ64
™ Q 10 8 3 2
W
E
Q J 10 5
t 9
S
KJ8
® A Q 10 5 3
´ AK976
™ –
t A86432
® 97

West
Natt
2™
Dble
5™

North
Vandewiele
Pass
3´
Pass
All Pass

East
Norton
Pass
4™
5®

South
Dewit
1´
4´
Pass

In the Closed Room, Ben Norton and Shahzaad
Natt bought the pot in 5™ and the play proved
trivial on the tK lead for 11 tricks. Meanwhile in
the Open Room . . .
www.ebu.co.uk

West
North
East
South
Van Overmeire Kennedy Dehave Alishaw
Pass
Pass
1t
4™2
1™
Dble
4®1
Dble
Pass
5™
5´
Dble
All Pass
1 Promising heart support and a club suit
2 Cue-bid

Michael Alishaw took a different approach with
the South hand, electing not to open a canapé-style
1´. When West overcalled 1™, North could show his
spades and East made a fit jump showing his club
suit and his heart support. South cue-bid 4™
showing spade support and a hand better than 4´
given his extra trump and a heart void. West’s
double presumably showed extra values and East
was happy to compete to 5™ given his offensive
values. When Michael competed to 5´, West
doubled for penalties and his fate was sealed.
A club lead would have held it to 11 tricks but
(not unreasonably) West led the ™K. Declarer won
and drew two rounds of trumps. He cashed two top
diamonds, ruffed a diamond, ruffed a heart and
ruffed a final diamond establishing two club pitches
on his remaining two diamonds conceding only one
trick to the opponents for a healthy +1050 and a 17
IMP swing.
Next stop on the journey to China sees England
host the Junior Camrose, hoping for double glory
r
once again.

CAMBRIDGE A WIN LONDON CUP
University teams
competed for the
London Cup at the
start of December.
The one day Swiss
teams competition
was organised by
Imperial College
Bridge Club, and supported by English Bridge
Education and Development, Young Chelsea BC
and Farnborough BC.
Some 16 teams from seven universities took
part. The Cambridge A team, of Ben Kompa, Ryan
Chan, Kripa Panchagnula and Jonathan Clark
(pictured left to right with ICBC Chair Louise
Selway), claimed the trophy.

www.ebu.co.uk

BLACKPOOL YEAR END
At the Year End
Congress in
Blackpool, Rhona
& Bernard
Goldenfield
regained the Swiss
Pairs title they
won at the first
Northern Year End
Congress in 1997.
They finished 4 VPs ahead of John Holland & Alan
Mould - the winners every year since 2014. Haidee
Tattersall & Andy Green were third, and were also
the highest ranked ‘B’ Stratification pair. The
highest ranked ‘C’ Stratification pair were Kiat
Huang & Graham Marshall who finished eighth.
The Swiss Teams
competition was
won by Sue
Woodcock, Nick
Woodcock (both
for the third time),
Stuart Clarke &
Susan Fjortoft.
They pipped the team of Nick Forward, Dennis
Loynes, Sue Evans & Stephanie Forward by a
single VP. The B Stratification prize went to
Michael Rothwell, Sally-Anne Rothwell, Peter
Boardman & Glenda Lloyd. The C Stratification
prize was won by Marilyn Blake, Stephen Bentley,
Paul Likely & Ken Broadbent.
Sue Woodcock &
Nick Woodcock
completed a double
by winning the Open
Pairs competition
with David Flacks &
Mark Weeks in
second.
The Mixed Pairs
competition was
won by Jim
Deacon & Susan
Deacon, ahead of
Marilyn Blake &
Stephen Bentley.
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by Alan Mould

Answers to December’s Problems
IMP scoring
on all hands
(teams)

South
1®
1NT1
1
15-17

click
link

suit and the one partner is much more likely to
have length in. Since s/he is the one with the
values why not try and set up partner’s suit. It
certainly worked at the table as dummy had tAQ
stiff and partner KJxxx!

Hand 1
´ Q63
™ 10 8 7 6 2
t 932
® 62
West
Pass
Pass

North
1´
3NT

East
Pass
All Pass

(d) ®6: 2 marks. If the opponents were playing a
short club I would strongly consider this lead. But
leading round into a natural club has very little
merit.
Hand 2
´ QJ72
™ K 10 8 5 2
t 10 5 4
® 4

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™6; (c) a diamond; (d) ®6.

This hand was sent to me by Manchester player
and friend Alan Jones and comes from an online
game. In order to beat this hand you need to find
partner with considerable values and tricks. This
makes a heart lead unattractive since partner will
almost certainly need four of them for it to be
correct.

(a) ´3: 6 marks. Not a bad idea and certainly a
reasonable shot at IMPs, as here. Partner needs
values, but has not bid, and one reason for that
might be a spade suit. However, partner is unlikely
to have five (declarer would need to have a stiff –
not impossible) so it is not expected to set up
many tricks. Curiously it would be more attractive
with Qx rather than Qxx. I would never lead this
at pairs.
(b) ™6: 4 marks. As stated above this will seldom be
right as it is highly unlikely you can get in to cash
this suit, even if partner can set it up for you!

(c) a diamond: 10 marks. This is the other unbid

South
1®
1´
4´

West
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
1™
2´

East
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™5; (c) t4; (d) ®4.

(a) ´2: 1 mark. If I could I would give this a negative
mark. Sabotaging your trump tricks for no reason
whatsoever!

(b) ™5: 8 marks. I quite like this lead. Declarer is
liable to be short and may well not take a winning
finesse at trick 1 if they have other options (they
don’t know the breaks in the black suits yet). And
you may get a force going.

(c) t4: 10 marks. The unbid suit – and why not!

Things look to be breaking badly for declarer so

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Nick Goslett
Hove

Open: Len Macauley
Staining

Sponsored by
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why give tricks away? Keep it tight and the hand
may well just drift off.

(d) ®4: 1 mark. Again, I would give this a negative
mark if I could. It is highly unlikely you will gain
a trick even if partner can get in and give you a
ruff, as declarer will then find it much easier to
draw trumps. Far worse, you are advertising the
club position to declarer and only s/he will
benefit from it. Imagine a hardly unlikely suit of
AQ10xx opposite xx. Declarer is likely to play to
the Q and cash the A which you will ruff. If you
lead a club, declarer will win partner’s card and
take as deep a finesse as he can next time.
Hand 3
´ Q J 10
™ AK852
t K Q 10 4
® K
South
3®3
All Pass

West
1™
Pass4

North
2NT1
Pass

East
Dble2
Dble5

1

Minors, 2 Values, penalty seeking, 3Preference
for clubs, 4Forcing, 5Penalties

(c) tK: 1 mark. This makes no sense at all! Setting
up dummy’s suit and/or the crossruff.

(d) ®K: 10 marks. As I said above, on hands like
these it is almost always right to lead trumps.
At the table partner did well as dummy’s clubs
were 9xxxx (Yuk!) and partner’s were AQ10x. He
overtook the ®K and played three rounds of
trumps. The hand then just fell apart for declarer
who made two trumps and the pointed aces.
Note that there was a difference of no less than
four tricks between leading and not leading a
r
trump.

SEND IN YOUR LEAD
CONUNDRUMS
Why not take advantage of Alan’s
expertise and send in hands where the
lead has foxed you? Email the editor,
lou@ebu.co.uk and if suitable, Alan
would be delighted to use them.

HUTTON CLUB GETS IT RIGHT

Choose from: (a) ´Q; (b) ™A/K; (c) tK; (d) ®K.

We have been here before. Do not be seduced by
thinking you do not want to ‘waste’ your trump
king. We have doubled a part score for penalties and
seem to have lots of values. Therefore, the only
tricks the opposition can make are in trumps – so
get them out!

Hutton Duplicate Bridge Club has recently added
50% to its membership base and become a
thriving club, stemming a previous slow decline.

(a) ´Q: 3 marks. I fail to see why you would want
to lead this when, even if you are not going to lead
a trump, you have an AK to lead. Imagine dummy
being 0-2-6-5 and declarer having the ´AK? Oh
dear!

The club now runs two evenings a week, hosts
member social evenings, mentoring for newer
members and has introduced a Friendly First
Wednesday session intended to encourage
newcomers to take the step up to club bridge in a
supportive and welcoming environment.

(b) ™A/K: 6 marks. The late Barry Crane used to
say that ‘when God deals you an AK it is because
they don’t want you to have a lead problem’. Like
all maxims it is often, but not always, true, and
here I don’t think it is right in theory and
certainly not in practice. Dummy was 3-0-5-5
shape and declarer had a void diamond and Jxx of
clubs. The ´A, the tA and six ruffs later…
www.ebu.co.uk

Presentations made at Hutton’s first bridge weekend

Following a hugely successful first bridge
weekend, annual trips are set to become a feature
as is a new teaching venture this year. Success has
followed as the club enjoyed victory at county
level which has led to an intention to re-enter
national events. This growth is timely as the club
approaches its 40th anniversary next year and
seeks ideas for an appropriate celebration.
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Young Bridge Challenge

To
purchase
Practise
Continuing Bridge Book Two,
or any of our learning library,
please see the Bridge
Warehouse website:
www.ebu.co.uk/bridgewarehouse or call Lisa on
01296 317217.

Teachers & Students!
EBED National Student Simultaneous Pairs
Starting 19th February 2018 - play by end of
March 2018
Free to Enter. Prizes for winners.
Any age group welcome - Juniors & adults
Use it as your end of term event
Teachers should pre-register their interest as
soon as possible.
Affiliated clubs can register via the EBU website.
Open to non-affiliated clubs, student groups
and schools.
Students can play Minibridge or bridge - two
separate competitions.
Play at any time that suits your group - or split
it over more than one session. Open to all
students taking classes or supervised play. No
requirement to belong to an EBU affiliated club
or to be an EBU member.
Printed commentary booklets and information
packs covering all aspects of the organisation &
scoring, together with duplimate files or hand
records with curtain cards will be sent out. Easy
and flexible for anyone to run.

For further information call Lisa at EBED
( 01296 317217

Two Junior Bridge Camps
All levels – beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of bridge
entertainment, tuition, coaching & play for young
people from 8-21 years old.
™
Parents can come too!
™
£35 rate for non-residents
™
´ Fun competitions, tournaments & prizes ´

Wessex Youth Bridge Weekend
7 - 8 April 2018
Cheltenham Ladies’ College & BC
O
£6 ni ne
0 gh
al t
li
nc

SAY HELLO TO . . .

… a new addition to the family. Practise
Continuing Bridge Book Two is now refreshed and
ready for you to consolidate your bridge knowledge.

A FREE-ENTRY, one-day bridge event for
school-age players of all experience levels
played at Loughborough Grammar School

For more info and application forms:
joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk

Southern Counties Junior Bridge Camp
7 - 8 July 2018
Ardingly College
O
£6 ni ne
0 gh
al t
li
nc

BED
With love f rom E

10 March 2018

For more info and application forms contact:
William Bourne:

reg@sccba.co.uk, 07876 350650

For more information, please email Richard
richard@ebedcio.org.uk
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
MORE FROM THE READER
George Richardson’s poem
summed it up so well – bridge is
the game of all games but
certainly not a sport! However,
aside from all that, our magazine
must certainly be one of the very
best in the ‘games’ category. You
have it so well balanced that it
should appeal to players of all
standards. You encourage the
young, include plenty of quizzes,
provide numerous opportunities
to meet other players on bridge
holidays, lots of hints for
improving standards, advice on
etiquette and duplicate rules and
always with plenty of fun thrown
in. The Chairman sets the scene
with a splendid introduction.
Just a couple of suggestions –
two pages for letters and how
about
readers’
memorable
hands?
Ian Shaw
Thank you for your kind words.
I would be delighted to publish
more letters (criticism- fine, rantsno, humorous-excellent) and
more memorable hands. Please,
everyone, send them in.
Ed

HATS OFF TO YOUTH
TEACHERS
Today I was involved in teaching
Starter Bridge to 120 children in
Year 8 in our leading academy,
Catmose College, Rutland.
There were 14 of us led by Liz
Dale, the author of several books
in the Bridge into Schools
Initiative series and many articles
for English Bridge.
The number of children
taught in the autumn term’s
www.ebu.co.uk

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

taster sessions has topped 1,000,
and I would like to publicly
congratulate Liz for the
tremendous hard work in
preparing visual aids, lesson
plans and meeting with heads of
schools so that the lessons tie in
with the maths curriculum as
per Ofsted requirements. Not
forgetting to mention providing
the rewards such as printed
certificates, miniature gold
trophies and medals, given to all
children who participate.
Earlier in the summer Liz and
her SYBA (Stamford Youth
Bridge Academy team) also
hosted a tournament for over 70
primary and secondary children.
It was a tremendous success with
prizes presented by Alan Shillitoe.
All this takes huge amounts of
energy, organisational skills and
commitment. But no one is paid
a penny . . . The schools are
asking for classroom size visual
aids. There are none . . . What is
the EBU or EBED doing to
address this problem?
Some 40 volunteers are going
weekly into schools and they also
deserve recognition for their
commitment. It is thrilling and
exciting to be part of it.
When are you going to
recognise the value of the
Stamford Bridge Club initiative?
Valerie Sleaford
Liz Dale and her extensive team
are extremely valued by EBED.
Both the individuals at the heart
of SYBA and the buddies teaching
in schools are enthusing young
people to learn bridge across a

number of counties. We are
enormously grateful for their
commitment, dedication and
determination and will continue
to support their continually
expanding programme. EBED
hope to be able to support others to
emulate this successful approach
in other areas of the country.
Donna Wright
EBED Chief Executive

HOW MUCH MORE WITH 13?
I enjoyed David Gold’s Bridge
Tips in the December magazine.
I particularly enjoyed his second
example, where West bid seven
spades with only 12 cards. No
doubt if he’d had all 13 he would
have bid eight!
Jerry Emery

BIDS IN A ROW
I’m afraid Mike Rawlins’
sequence of bids (October 2017,
p60), is not a unique record. My
partner Simon and I have had a
related sequence several times,
but starting a level lower:
1®(strong)
1t (0-7)
1™ (Kokish)
1´ (semi-compulsory)
1NT (20-22)
2®(5-card Stayman)
2t(no 5-card major, nothing
about 4-card majors)
2™(4-card hearts, invitational +)
2´ (4-card ´, not 4™)
2NT (not 4´, invitational only).
After responder’s third bid or so
we tend to turn to the opponents
and joke that we rarely miss out
a legal bid in these sequences!
Nick Doe
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TALES FROM AROUND & ABOUT
NOTHING IN IT
David Green wrote to tell us about the
results from a duplicate pairs evening at
Newark Bridge Club. Some 10 pairs played
on the day in question. Four tied for the top
spot with 78 points (54.17%), with the next
three pairs scoring 77, 76 and 75 points.

ELY CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
Photo: Patricia Kreyer

KENDAL ‘MINTS’ £250,000

Opening night at Kendal Bridge Club’s enhanced premises

Kendal Bridge Club has achieved the
monumental task of raising over £250,000 to
extend Abbot Hall Social Centre, where the club
meets. Having taken three years, the bridge club
makes full use of its facilities. It has two main
playing sessions, an afternoon ‘no fear’ session
and runs Learner Tuesday with classes for
beginners, next steps and improvers. The
extension was opened by local MP Tim Farron
with local supporters, contributors and guests.

Some 48 members
attended the 50th
Anniversary
Celebrations at Ely
Bridge Club. They
enjoyed a lunch
followed by
duplicate bridge in
the afternoon.

Chairman Philip Ambrose gave a brief history
of the club and awarded honorary life
membership to George Jupp for this outstanding
long service to the club as a committee member
and officer.
The club meets on Monday afternoons and
Tuesday evenings. Details can be found on:
www.elybridgeclub.co.uk

VICTOR’S CAFÉ BRIDGE CALENDAR
Victor Lesk must be England’s greatest authority on Café Bridge, which is often run with his help and
using his BriAn scoring app. If you are thinking of organising such an event, check out the website
www.brianbridge.net/cafe/ which has oodles of advice and an up-to-date calendar of planned café
bridge events. Make sure yours is listed. Here are the 2018 ones so far:
Date
6 Feb (Tue)

Place
Teddington Café Bridge FULL

Charity
The Down’s Syndrome Association

6 Mar (Tue)

Chiswick Café Bridge

Marfan Trust

17 Apr (Tue)

Nottingham Café Bridge

Beaumond House Hospice

24 Apr (Tue)
1 May (Tue)
16 May (Wed)

LMBA Café Bridge in the Tonsleys
Henley Café Bridge
Crouch End Café Bridge Drive

Age UK
Youngsters to China & Chiltern Centre for Disabled Children
Action for Kids

23 May (Wed)

Esher Café Bridge

Citizens’ Advice Bureau, Esher

19 June (Tue)
10 July (Tue)

3rd Richmond Café Bridge Drive
First Ever Preston Café Bridge Drive

Junior Bridge
The Rosemere Cancer Foundation

16 Oct (Tue)

Barnes Café Bridge Drive

Hoopers Africa Trust

CAFÉ BRIDGE ABROAD
John Williams wrote a wonderful tale about old friends and café bridge abroad.
Every Christmas my Dutch wife Gunilla’s sister sends me a bridge Scheurkalender – a day by day tear
off bridge problem in Dutch. It has the twin result of improving both my language and bridge skills.
Late in 2016 the problem referenced a name that sparked an ‘I know her’ from Gunilla. ‘We used to ski
together back in the 1970s’. The two met up and it emerged that Marijke had become an international
bridge player for the Netherlands.
Marijke came to visit us early in 2017. Of course bridge had to be on the agenda and I played with
Marijke one Tuesday evening (we were top) at Olicana Bridge Club in Ilkey, West Yorkshire. It turns out
to be much easier playing with someone so accomplished! I also arranged for her to play with Carole Kelly
our former Lady Milne player. They had a pleasant evening and of course came top! She was impressed.
Olicana has its own premises, around 300 members, nine duplicate/team sessions a week and classes for
years 1, 2 and 3 plus weekly coaching sessions for more experienced players. Better still she invited me to
play with her in the Star Grand Café Tour in Utrecht. An absolute honour bearing in mind the difference
in standards.
The Netherlands Bridge Federation run a series of summer tournaments in towns and cities around the
country. Essentially, 150+ pairs gather for a 32 board event split into two divisions played in eight four
board rounds in eight different café/bar locations around the town! In total there were sixteen locations
of five tables all provided with duplicated boards, bidding boxes, bridge scorers and so on. Each location
had a ‘supervisor’, usually a teenage bridge player earning a few Euros for a day’s work, who would make
sure people were playing the correct boards with the correct opponents. If there was a problem the
supervisor would call the base café/bar and the TD would arrive on his bicycle! Needless to say most
people sorted out their own.
´
™
t
®

–
AKQ987532
–
A862

´
™
t
®

Feeling a little nervous and hoping for an easy introduction I found myself
declaring the first three hands, including this monster:
The odds for such a hand are 0.0001%, or once in 50 hands per week, 50 weeks
a year for 100 years!

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ KQ84
™ 10 4
tAJ8763
®5
AJ9532
´ 10 7 6
N
J6
™ –
W
E
K
t Q 10 9 5 4 2
S
J 10 9 3
® KQ74
´ –
™ AKQ987532
t–
®A862

Date

Place

23 June

9th Brussels Bridge Rally

8 September

23rd Antwerp Café Bridge

Source: www.brianbridge.net/cafe/

I opened a game going 2®, LHO overcalled 2´, Marijke
doubled and back to me . . . I’m sure the experts would
be more sophisticated but I couldn’t think of anything
other than 6™ which was passed out. The full deal is
shown.

My left hand opposition kindly led her ´A so 6™+1
rolled in. The only way to stop the extra trick is to lead a
trump. At the end of the day Marijke and I were a
respectable 13th out of 98. What a wonderful day.

Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 12

click
link

Hand 1
´ J64
™J9765
tQ84
®K3

W

N
1®1

E
1´

S
1NT

?
1

Better minor

2´. If in doubt, support partner’s suit! Do not let
the opposing no trump bid deter you from doing so.
Three-card support is adequate for an overcall,
which will nearly always have a five-card or longer
suit. Low-level contracts are easier to play than to
defend.
Hand 2
´ A 10 9 2
™ 974
tAKQ85
®K

W
1t

N
3´

E
Pass

S
Pass

?

Pass. Since a double would be for take-out, you
cannot do that. If you are in a wild gambling mood,
you might venture 3NT. Please bear in mind,
however, that partner did not act despite probably
being short in spades and so may be quite weak.
Hand 3
´ KJ
™A87542
tAJ92
®Q

W
1™

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

?

Hand 4
´ A 10 5 3
™A72
tA2
® KJ62

W

N

E
1NT

S
Pass

?

2®. You should use Stayman to check for a 4-4
spade fit. If you have a spade fit, it is likely to play a
trick better than a no-trump contract, a crucial
factor at matchpoints. The aces and the doubleton
make your hand suitable for playing in a suit.
Hand 5
´ AKJ72
™Q9
tAQ643
®5

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
Pass
2t

S
Pass
Pass

4®. Since a 3® rebid, being a high reverse, would be
forcing, a jump to 4® carries a special meaning.
This is as a splinter, showing diamond support,
short clubs and the values for at least game. Even
facing a passed hand, a slam is possible if partner’s
values are in the right place (importantly not in
clubs).
Hand 6
´7
™ A Q 10
tAKQ96
®AJ63

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

2t. Although they are two cards longer, the hearts
are not particularly strong. Partner is likely to give
preference to your first suit, especially when it is a
major, so you will rarely play in the wrong suit.
Furthermore, a 2™ rebid would show a minimum
opening, which this hand is not.
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3®. The jump shift rebid creates a game force. If, as
is likely, partner bids three of some suit over this,
you will bid 3NT next time. That will complete an
excellent description of your strength and shape.r
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Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

Roger squeezes a Grand!

click
link

M

any of our members in Bridge Club Live
like to come in when they just happen to
feel like doing so, and they pick up a
partner and start playing. We have tables playing in
our Daily MP Pairs room 24 hours a day. Some
prefer to meet pre-arranged partners at a particular
time before playing. I tend to play with one of two
regular partners, friends who live some distance
away from me, and we often play in the daily IMP
Pairs Tournaments that have a fixed start time and a
barometer movement. The 18 boards are usually
played in well under two hours and we can then
spend as much as an hour on the phone afterwards
chewing over them, able to see a bid by bid and card
by card playback at our table and at every other
table to see how we could have done better!

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer West.
´ AJ43
™ 8
t AQ9864
® A 10
KQ862
´ 975
N
643
™ J 10 9 2
W
E
K72
t J 10 3
S
86
® 743
´ 10
™ AKQ75
t 5
® KQJ952

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
1t
1´
5´

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1™
4NT
7NT

Shropshire’s Roger Steel justified his optimism in
reaching 7NT with good play technique on this
board from the Daily MP Pairs room recently.

West led the ´K which looks quite normal but it
was to prove very helpful to declarer. Declarer took
this with the ´A and cashed six rounds of clubs. On
the play of the last club, East, who had thrown all his
black cards, had to discard t3 to retain four hearts.
Declarer now cashed his three top hearts. As he
led ™Q, the position was:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
Q
–
K72
–

J
–
AQ9
–
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
J 10
J 10
–

–
Q75
5
–

West had to keep the ´Q so threw the t2. This
allowed the ´J to be discarded from dummy, and
East followed. Declarer now led his diamond,
finessing the tQ, cashing the tA and enjoying the
t9 for the final trick. A Double Squeeze! Well done,
Roger!
Do come and join us in Bridge Club Live, the
only online bridge club based in the UK and with
real players!
r

Come and join us at Bridge Club Live

Bridge Club Live, the only UK based online bridge club, offers

D Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a format that D Full bidding and play records of every deal

played.

suits you.

D Drop-in Drop-out Match Point Pairs and social D System

games
D Individual,
Improvers
and
Tournaments, and Teams events

www.ebu.co.uk

IMP

cards
for
new
and
regular
partnerships
Pairs D Discussion forums and members’ reunions
D EBU Master Points
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Funbridge Competitions

by Christophe Grosset

Check before you blame the robots!

W

hether your partner is a human being or
a robot, the temptation to blame him for
bad results is sometimes strong.
Funbridge now offers the option to check if you are
actually better than your partner on the platform by
letting you challenge Argine, the robot, for as many
5-board matches as you want. Playing against this
robot is proving much more challenging than most
people would think: at the moment Argine has 80%
victories, 2% draws and 18% losses against users.
Can you do better?
Here is a board on which you have a chance to
beat Argine:
Dealer South
´ A62
™ AJ543
t AJ4
® AK
N
W

diamonds on the ®Q and then to ruff one in
dummy. This simple line will work every time the
spades are 2-2, as this is the percentage play for no
spade losers. It seems like a good plan.
The second option would be to establish
dummy’s fifth heart by ruffing them out. This line
seems inferior to the previous one as it requires the
hearts to split 4-3 and will introduce entry issues
due to the club position.
When playing my challenge on Funbridge, I
followed this reasoning, took the tA, played the ´A
and saw the queen drop in East … I realised that I
had made a critical mistake already by failing to
foresee this possibility when I made my game plan
at trick one. Can you see why?
Here is what happened after I saw the ´Q. I could
not afford to play another spade, so I played the ®A
and ®K, the ™A, a heart ruff, the ®Q pitching a
diamond and a diamond. This was the position
when East won the tQ:

E

´
™
t
®

S

´
™
t
®

KJ9854
10
762
Q 10 9

South opens 2´ and, down in the match, you
decide to simply raise to slam with the North hand.
It is probably not a good long term bet to leap to
slam, but an opportunity to get imps back might
not come up again in a 5-board challenge.
West leads the t10, and it is time to stop in order
to choose a line and carefully plan the play.

There are three potential losers, one in spades and
two in diamonds. In order to make the contract,
declarer has to assume that they will manage to play
the spades for no losers and then they need to get
rid of one diamond loser.
There are two options to limit your diamond
losers to one. The first is to discard one of dummy’s
66 English Bridge February 2018

´
™
t
®

10 7
K
95
–

62
J54
–
–
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
Q9
K
86

KJ98
–
7
–

He played back a club which created a trump
promotion, guaranteeing West one trump trick.
To avoid this, declarer had to duck the diamond
at trick one! By doing so, after following the same
line, South would be on lead in the position shown
above, able to safely ruff a diamond before taking
the last four tricks with his high spades.
Would you have beaten Argine on this deal?

r
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MONTHLY FUNBRIDGE WINNERS
The winners of the monthly competition for the
EBU games on Funbridge were:

November
1st – Dean Swallow
2nd – Ryan Stephenson, 3rd – Dave Simmons

December
1st – Matthew Covill
2nd – John Pemberton, 3rd – Dean Swallow
For more information on the games see
www.ebu.co.uk/funbridge

ENGLAND’S WOMEN IN CHINA
England’s Women have been competing in China
in the 2nd IMSA Elite Mind Games. The
competition featured just four of the world’s
leading teams. Fiona Brown & Sally Brock,
Catherine Draper & Nevena Senior, and Lizzie
Godfrey & Nicola Smith were invited to play
following the team’s medal winning performance
in the 2017 Venice Cup.
In the teams competition, England were beaten
in the final by Sweden. In the Pairs competition,
Sally & Fiona finished 2nd, Nevena & Catherine
were 4th, and Nicola & Lizzie came 7th. In the
individual competition, Sally completed a hattrick of silver medals. She was the only English
player to finish in the top half of the field.

ALLFREY TEAM 4TH IN EUROPEANS
England finished fourth in the European
Champions’ Cup in Riga - the best performance
by England in
the history of
the competition.
The
Allfrey
team – which
earned the right
to
represent
England
by
winning
the
2016 Premier League - topped the table in the
round robin phase, but lost the semifinal and
third place playoff. The team was: Alexander
Allfrey, Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester, David
Bakhshi, David Gold, & Mike Bell An EBU team
finished 3rd when England hosted in 2015.
www.ebu.co.uk

CLOSE FINISHES AT SENIORS CONGRESS
The Seniors
Congress in early
November saw two
close finishes in the
main events. The
Championship Pairs
was won by Rob
Lawy & Mike
Huggins, who overtook Patrick Collins & Peter
Law in the final round to win by a single Match
Point. Tom Gisborne & Sandy Davies finished
third.
The B Final in the
Championship Pairs was
won by Jeremy Dhondy &
Alan Kay, with Ed Scerri &
Malcolm Pryor second.

The Swiss Pairs – for
those not reaching the
Championship
Pairs
finals, or joining the
congress on that day – was
won by Ian Budden &
Wendy Lancaster, eight
VPs ahead of Mike
Fawcett & Denis King.
The Swiss Teams saw a tighter finish than the
Championship Pairs,
with
the
result
hinging on the final
board. The Anthias
team (Taf Anthias,
Pat Davies, Richard
Samter and Warner
Solomon),
was
playing the Sweet
team (Roger Sweet,
Colin
Juneman,
Peter Shelley, Trevor
Ward) in the final match. The Anthias team picked
up 10 IMPs on board 49 to win the match, pull
level with the Sweet team on total Match Points,
and take the title by virtue of the head-to-head
victory.
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Christmas Quiz 2017
A HANDY TURKEY SANDWICH
After a few drinks at the Christmas Party you find
yourself sitting South, looking at a 14-card hand:
´
™
t
®

S
N
1NT1
2®2
2™
2NT
4´
1
12-14, 2 Stayman

K943
Q 10 4 2
97
AKQ4

Q1 Before the play starts you realise you must quickly
hide a card in your turkey sandwich. Assuming that
you wish your bidding to match your hand, which card
do you choose to lose? (7 marks)

ANSWER
Thank you to Julian Pottage who provided this
question along with excellent advice about
several of the other questions.
Chuck the ®4 in the sandwich - you remain
balanced, you still have two 4-card majors, and your
points are maximum allowing you to bid 4´ rather
than 3´.

BRIDGE IN THE GROTTO
´
™
t
®

Q2
43
AK65
A K J 10
532

´
™
t
®

Q3
543
Q9
97632
10 9 6

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

KQ5
872
7543
AKQ

E
S

´
™
t
®

AKQ6
AK
10 8 5 4
AQJ

You are playing in Santa’s Grotto where the rules
are a little different. In each deal above you are in
3NT as South. Playing standard leads and IMPS,
West starts with the ´J in both deals and East
prematurely follows with the ´2. You are allowed

to swop one card from South with one from
68 English Bridge February 2018

collated by Ed

North before you start the play. How do you
maximise your chances? (7 marks each)

ANSWER
Thank you to Ian Dalziel who provided the
inspiration for these two questions after kindly
sending me a file of ‘Danger hands’.
Q2 Assuming you win the first spade trick, you have
eight top tricks and need to bring in a third diamond
to secure nine tricks. As the cards stand you can only
finesse the diamond one way - if it fails East will be on
lead playing through your spade holding. You must
finesse the diamond the other way, so that only West
can win the trick. Swop the tA or tK from dummy
with a small heart from hand. This might lead to a
fourth or fifth diamond trick if the suit falls nicely.
Conversely, putting the ´K or ´Q in the North hand
also works as the danger hand moves to West and you
can safely take the diamond finesse into the East hand.
Best to swop it with a small heart or club.

Q3 Your best hope is to swop the ™9 with the ®A. This
way you can make three heart tricks and hopefully
three or four club tricks by playing from the South
hand. Putting the ™9 in the South hand also gives you
an entry to dummy to cash the ®A if the ®K does not
appear in the first trick. The plan fails if East has the
®K and all four diamond honours.

GROUND HOG DAY
After all the exertions of the previous weeks and
Christmas Eve itself, Santa and the elves traditionally
relax with a duplicate after dinner on Christmas Day.
The elves are a little skittish and always play tricks on
Santa. This year they have arranged that Santa keeps
on holding the same hand, and is always on lead, but
against different contracts. Here are three of the
problems Santa faced:

Santa sits West
´
™
t
®

Q4

10 8 6 5 4
AQ3
6
KQ93

Q5

S
W
N
E
1t
1´
2t
3t1
4®
Pass
4t
4´
5t
Dble All Pass
1
Good raise to at least 3´
S
1™
4™

W
N
1´
2™
All Pass

E
Pass

www.ebu.co.uk

Santa sits West Q6
´
™
t
®

10 8 6 5 4
AQ3
6
KQ93

S
W
N
1NT1 Pass 2®2
2´
Pass 3´3
4´
All Pass
1
12-14
2
Stayman
3
Invitational

E
Pass
Pass

For each hand choose Santa’s lead from:
(a) ´5; (b) ™A; (c) t6; (d) ®K (0-10 marks each)

ANSWER
Our resident leads expert Alan Mould produced
this fine set of questions. Here are his answers:

Q4 ´5 - 8 marks. I cannot see this is going to do any
good. It does not sound from the bidding as if you have
many spade tricks coming, and if there are then they
are unlikely to run away. Still it is pretty safe, and
unlikely to cost anything, so it would be my second
choice.

™A - 5 marks. This is a pretty wild lead and could
easily cost a trick. It will be necessary only if we have to
cash heart tricks quickly because they are disappearing
somewhere (declarer say having a void spade and
™x x x opposite ´A K and ™x x x x). But that is all
rather unlikely. It is much more likely that you are
simply setting up declarer’s ™K.

t6 - 10 marks. Particularly with your club holding this
is a stand-out for me. Partner has bid game highly
constructively and you have an 11 count all of which is
outside the spade suit.
®K - 1 mark. Unless South is a known joker I cannot
see why you would you want to blow your tricks in
his/her second suit.

Q5 ´5 - 10 marks. Here we hope to have two heart

tricks and also hope for at least one club trick. That
leaves one trick to find. We may have two club tricks,
or we may get a ruff, or partner may turn up with a
trick. The final possibility is that partner may get a ruff.
Partner has not raised spades and although they do not
appear to have many trumps either, a possible layout is
that they have one spade and two hearts. This seems as
good a start as any and is unlikely to give anything
away or give up on other options, so I would start with
this.

™A - 5 marks. I suppose this could be right if declarer
needed ruffs and you can play trumps to advantage,
but this seems a very unlikely scenario to me.
t6 -2 marks. If we need a ruff then we have to get

www.ebu.co.uk

partner in and so partner will need a trick. Then we
probably have beaten the contract anyway. For this to
work it means either we only have one heart trick (king
in dummy) or no club tricks. Yes, it is possibly right but
much more likely to just tell declarer how to play the
suit.

®K - 7 marks. Very dangerous again as the ®A is much
more likely to be in declarer’s hand. It is fairly unlikely
the clubs are going anywhere, and if they are (eg a
dangerous looking diamond suit in dummy), you
really ought to have time to switch to them as declarer
will have to draw trumps first.

Q6 Aren’t you glad you did not bid?

´5 - 10 marks. It is a not widely known maxim that
when you have five trumps it is almost always right to
lead one. Here is definitely a case and you should not
seriously consider another lead. You know the contract
is close on the bidding and declarer’s ability to take a
couple of ruffs may be crucial. So lead a trump and
depending on the hand it will almost certainly be right
to lead another trump every time you are in. By the
end, declarer will have no trumps left and you will have
the only trump in the game.

™A - 1 mark. I really cannot see any case for this lead
at all. Where on earth are your heart tricks going?

t6 - 3 marks. Again, you will need to get partner in to
give you a ruff – in which case the contract is probably
off anyway. But taking a ruff will also help to give back
trump control to declarer.
®K - 5 marks. Well I would probably lead this if I was
not going to lead a trump, but a trump is definitely a
stand-out lead.

Santa got all of these right of course. How did you do?
Continued overleaf/ . . .

CONGRATULATIONS!
First prize - a beautiful collector’s item from the
Worshipful Company of Playing Card Makers
goes to

Keith Sharp
Malmesbury
Second prize - a £50 EBU voucher goes to

David Calcutt, Bracknell
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ALL HEART AT CHRISTMAS

´
™
t
®

Game All
´ –
™ J 10 7 6 5 4 3 2
t65432
®–
J 10 9
´ ?
N
AKQ8
™ ?
W
E
AKQ87
t ?
S
K
® ?
´ ?
™?
t?
®?

There was a moment of great excitement when the
Junior club team (U50) played the Senior club team
(O80). The bidding was a bit wild on this board and
the seniors ended up declaring 4™ as West in one room
and as North in the other room. The defence was
seamless at both tables.
Q7 How would you arrange the remaining cards so
that both North and West go one off in 4™ against
best defence? (20 marks)

ANSWER
This question was wholly inspired by Richard
Pavlicek’s amazing website full of puzzles,
quizzes, humour, education and much more rpbridge.net. Here he demonstrates a hand
where 3´ makes in both directions. In order to
make it a little less Googleable, the polarities
were swopped and spades were changed to
hearts. The question was changed to 4™, one-off
in each direction.
This is the answer provided on Richard’s site, but
Ed checked all the responses for alternatives, using
Bridge Solver software.

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J 10 9
AKQ8
AKQ87
K

´
™
t
®

–
J 10 7 6 5 4 3 2
65432
–
´ 876543
N
™ –
W
E
t –
S
® J 10 9 8 7 6 5
AKQ2
9
J 10 9
AQ432
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ONE TOO HIGH – OR SPOT ON?
Sitting South, you are the declarer in 6´. Playing
standard leads (4th and 2nd), West leads the ®8.
´
™
t
®

KJ54
K862
AK3
AQ
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AQ9762
A7
J 10 4
J3

Q8-11 Trumps break 3-0. To make the contract, what
cards win the first, fifth, eighth and tenth tricks?
(4 marks each)

ANSWER
David Bakhshi kindly sent me this question
which runs along the line of his regular
Declarer Quiz column.

The ®8 lead strongly suggests that the ®K is with
East.

Q8 You must take the first trick with the ®A in
dummy.
Draw trumps in three rounds, and play:

Q9 a heart, winning with the ™A.

Lead back to the ™K and ruff a heart. Return to
dummy with a diamond winning:

Q10 with the tA or tK.

Ruff the last heart and exit with a club.

Q11 which East wins with the ®K.

East is now forced to concede a ruff and discard
(declarer chucks a diamond from either hand and
ruffs in the other), or must lead a diamond assuring
South of all the diamond tricks. This is often known
as a Strip and Throw-in!

Please recycle
this magazine when
you have finished
with it
www.ebu.co.uk

MATCHING FACES

HOW DID YOU DO?

Q12-19 Our English Women’s team are world class.
But it’s time to get to know them a little more
personally. Match the eight titbits to the team
members (4 marks each):

Most people got question 1 right.
There were alternative answers for questions 2 & 3.
If the answer was reasonable to ‘make’ the
contract you got full marks, even if you didn’t get
the best chance of an overtrick.
Questions 4-6 were easy to mark - thank you Alan!
I put every answer given into BridgeSolver to check
on question 7. There are several small
adjustments that can be made.
Questions 8-11 were set in stone.

Top row from left:
1. Fiona Brown, 2. Catherine Draper 3. Nevena Senior,
4. Sally Brock
Bottom row from left:
5. Nicola Smith, 6. Sandra Penfold, 7. Derek Patterson (nonplaying captain, NPC), 8. David Burn (coach).

A. I have a cat called Christopher Marlowe.
B. My great great grandmother’s brother was the great
grandfather of chess God, Mikhail Tal.
C.My mother wondered what the weird noises were
and found me (aged 3) pushing the cat down the
toilet, apparently teaching it to swim . . .
D.My full first name is Saralinda - shared with Princess
Saralinda in 13 Clocks by James Thurber.
E. My mother is from the Shetland Isles.

Only one person got four questions right on
questions 12-19. Most people got three. Some
chose not to bother at all. David Burn is a tinker –
his cat is called Christopher Marlowe although
his self-written bio on the EBU website says he
lives with no children or pets. We have updated it!

G.
F.

H.

Answers to crossword on page 53
A-8. David Burn has a cat called Christopher Marlowe.

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

B-5. Nicola Smith is a third cousin once removed
(Ed thinks) of chess God, Mikhail Tal.

T O U R N A M E N T
8
H A N D O V E R U R

C-7. Derek Patterson tried to teach a cat to swim.

9

D-4. Sally Brook’s full first name is Saralinda.

12

E-1. Fiona Brown’s ma is from the Shetland Isles.
F-3. That cutie is Nevena Senior.
G-2. The dog, called Ruby, is Catherine Draper’s. It
went to the Lady Milne in Dundee in 2008 and
has graced many other events, including 2017’s
Premier League in Manchester. Ruby has
shown little interest in taking up the game.
H-6 That leaves the pretty scamp as Sandra
Penfold – hardly changed.
www.ebu.co.uk
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OXFORD JUNIOR BRIDGE CLUB COMPETITION
The wonderfully enthusiastic Oxford Junior
Bridge Club held its third competition in midNovember when 22 children between 8 and 14
descended on the premises with smiles and good
will, ready to do battle. Organiser Holly Kilpatrick
had drummed up help from Diane Coe who was
the scorer and Mike Fletcher and Peter Sherry
were TDs with the important job of keeping the
cards and children moving in spite of the chatter.
Oxford Bridge Club kindly provided the premises.
In the Mini-Bridge section, first prize went to
Oscar Ngong; joint second prizes were awarded to:
Harry Ellis & Amelia Beacroft and Sami
Soonawalla & Oliver Christianson. In the Novice
Bidders’ section first prize went to Dimi
Fitzherbert and in the Experienced Bidders
section first prize went to brothers, Thomas and
Jacob Potter and second prize to Aidan Saunders
and Zane Soonawalla.
The Oxford Junior Bridge Club runs on Sunday
afternoons, during term time. All children
between 8 and 18 are welcome. Details are on
www.bridgewebs.com/bridge4schools.
For
further information, contact Holly Kilpatrick:
juniorbridgeoxford@gmail.com

Winners and players enjoy the Oxford Junior Bridge Club
Competition. Oxford BC Chairman Pat Lewis presented prizes

STAMFORD SCHOOLS CELEBRATE
WITH VISIT TO PARLIAMENT
Pupils from Uppingham School and Bourne
Academy, who have been learning as part of
Stamford Youth Bridge Academy (SYBA), visited
the House of Lords in November to play with
members of the All Party Parliamentary Group
for Bridge. Following a tour of the Palace of
Westminster, and lunch, the young players
participated in games of bridge and minibridge,
impressing the Peers with some of their card play,
and delighting them with the enthusiasm they all
had for the game.

Above - pupils from Uppingham School and Bourne Academy
queue to get into the House of Lords. Below, Stamford Youth
Bridge teaching at Uppingham School.

Many thanks to Baroness Henig and the members
of the APPG for hosting the visit.
SYBA is the educational arm of Stamford Bridge
Club which was set up to encourage more young
people from schools and other organisations to
play bridge.
Baroness Henig (second row, left) helped host the visit with
members of the APPG.
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Bowyer’s Suit Combinations Quiz from p10

H

ow would you play 3NT on this deal? You
opened 2NT and partner confidently
raised you to game. West leads the ´Q.

South plays in 3NT
West leads ´Q

´
™
t
®

62
Q 10 8
K J 10 2
8532
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A8
AKJ
A543
AJ64

Preliminary Analysis:
The mutual spade shortage and heart duplication
is disconcerting – having taken the ace of spades (at
trick one or two, it makes little difference) you have
to bring in the diamonds for four tricks. Which way
should you play the suit? Whom should you play for
the tQ and why?

ANSWER

You should play West for the tQ, giving yourself a
small extra chance by cashing the tA first. This
way you pick up four diamonds whenever West
has the queen and also if East has the singleton
queen.
Playing East for the tQ reduces your chances
significantly as you’d need a 3-2 diamond split as
you can’t take the finesse that way more than
once. If East started with tQ 9 x x then he’d have
a natural trick in the suit and you couldn’t make
four diamonds.

So you should cash the tA first (just in case) and
finesse the t10. If that wins you’re home and dry,
able to return to hand to take a second diamond
finesse if necessary. If not, be prepared to be
buried under an avalanche of spades.
This is one of the many distributions you are
catering for:

´
™
t
®

STAMFORD YOUTH BRIDGE
HELPING TEACH AT BOURNE
ACADEMY

´
™
t
®

Q J 10 4
753
Q986
Q 10

62
Q 10 8
K J 10 2
8532
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K9753
9642
7
K97

A8
AKJ
A532
AJ64

Details of
MINIBRIDGE TEACH THE TEACHER
CLUB TEACHER TRAINING
TEACHERS’ LEARNING W/E
overleaf . . .
www.ebu.co.uk
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David Gold’s quiz from page 26

P

artner opens 1´ and the next hand doubles. What is your bid after RHO doubles?
Here are some possible hands you may hold: Hand 1. Bid 1NT - a transfer to 2®. This will
ensure partner makes the best lead.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
72
86
732
K Q 10 9 7 3

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
KQ3
92
A875
8632

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
KJ3
92
10 8 7 5
8632

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
3
4
K J 10 8 7 6
Q J 10 6 2

Hand 2. Bid 2´ showing a poor hand, with less
than eight good points.

Hand 3. Bid 2™ showing a good raise to 2´.
Hand 4. Bid 2® as a transfer to 2t, and consider a
natural club bid as the auction develops.

BALMER LAWN TEACHERS LEARNING WEEKEND
‘New Forest, 23 – 25 February 2018
Your bridge and teaching techniques will improve as Douglas & Laura host a series of
seminars aimed at teachers and good duplicate players, together with several
opportunities to play bridge.Please book online www.3countiesbridge.com or contact Douglas
Wright on 07801 989630 with queries or email douglaswright@3countiesbridge.com

CLUB TEACHER TRAINING
COURSES

MINIBRIDGE TEACH THE TEACHER
COURSES

Aylesbury (EBU)
Wednesday/Thursday
31 January – 1 February 2018

Horsham
Thursday
31 May 2018

Horsham
Thursday/Friday
12 - 13 April 2018

Wimbledon BC
Sunday
24 June 2018

Please contact Lisa Miller on
01296 317217
lisa@ebu.co.uk

Please contact Tim Warren
Surrey’s Youth & University Officer:
youthofficer.scba@bridgewebs.com
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
Defence Quiz from English Bridge, Feb 2007

Answers on page 77
www.ebu.co.uk
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Rosen’s quiz on transfer breaks from page 30
You open 1NT and partner transfers with 2t.
There is no opposition interference – your call . . .

ANSWERS
Hand 1 3™. A nice easy jump to 3™, showing 4-

´
™
t
®

Hand 1

´
™
t
®

A5
KQ87
K862
965
´
™
t
®

Hand 2

AQ9
KQ87
K752
84

Hand 3

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

Q5
A87
K862
AJ65
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

and a good concentrated 4-card club suit.

Hand 6 Redouble. If you’re game partner then so

Hand 5

A76
Q8
K752
AJ65

am I! .

Hand 7 Pass. Despite being maximum there is no
security in bidding facing a possible weak hand
unless you have 4-card support to allow the Level
of the Fit to look after you (you obviously are not
committed to bidding here with a fit, the
vulnerability is most definitely a factor).

Hand 8 3t. A transfer break, showing four nice
diamonds, four hearts in support and good
values.

87
AQJ9
A854
Q74

Hand 7

Hand 3 3®. Showing 4-card support, nice values

Hand 5 2´. Simply showing 3-card support.

Hand 6

A5
A87
KQ62
J965

and a maximum.

pass to show only a doubleton in partner’s suit.

Hand 9 Redouble. This is a retransfer here. You
obviously would still prefer the weaker hand on
the table – one of the absolute basic principles in
employing transfers in the first place.

You open 1NT, partner transfers with 2t, the
next player overcalls 3®. Your call . . .
´
™
t
®

Hand 2 2NT. Showing 4-card support (always)

Hand 4 Pass. Even with a maximum you must

A87
KJ64
85
KQJ8

You open 1NT, partner transfers with 2™ and the
next hand doubles. Your call . . .
´
™
t
®

card support and a suitable minimum.

Hand 8

Hand 10 Redouble. To bid clubs now would be
wrong as it is non-forcing. Start with a retransfer
redouble then show your clubs, this will be
forcing to game.

A7
A983
KQJ5
865

Partner opens 1NT, you transfer with 2™, which is
doubled followed by two passes back to you. Your
call . . .
´
™
t
®

Hand 9

KQ974
864
Q3
854

´
™
t
®
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Hand 10

K Q 10 7 2
A9
5
A J 10 6 5
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
Defence Quiz from English Bridge, Feb 2007
ANSWERS
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